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ABSTRACT
The Development of the Voluntary Educational

Collaborative in Massachusetts
(May 1981)

Peter Francis Demers, B.S.
M.S.

Westfield State College

American International College

Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by;

Professor Kenneth Ertel

A descriptive study of the development of

a

new form of

public intermediate education unit in Massachusetts was conducted.

This study was designed to provide a basic knowledge

of the various forms of intermediate education units that

exist throughout the United States.

Through historical

research, a focus of the study chronicled the evolution
of informal cooperative efforts among local school dis-

stricts in Massachusetts and documented those factors which
led to the development of formalized cooperative arrange-

ments through the voluntary educational collaborative.

Research demonstrated that the formal cooperative arrangements have established themselves as a significant component
of the public system for the delivery of educational services
in Massachusetts without systematic planning or strong sup-

port from either the state education agency or the Massachusetts legislature.

V

Additional descriptive research developed through
the administration of a questionnaire demonstrated
that the

voluntary educational collaborative was principally developed
to address the needs of the local school districts to
meet

the mandate of Massachusetts comprehensive special educa-

legislation.

Although many voluntary educational

collaboratives now provide additional programs and services,
special education continues to be the major reason for their
existence.

The collaboratives

serve

as a major service

provider for the "low incident" handicapped student.
While the voluntary educational collaborative is or-

ganized and governed similarly to the local school districts
that comprise its membership, the lack of mandated function had allowed considerable flexibility in both program

development and cooperative ventures with non-educational
agencies
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CHAPTER

I

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE VOLUNTARY EDUCATIONAL

COLLABORATIVE IN MASSACHUSETTS
Since the beginning of public education, public
school

districts through out the country have assumed many
new roles
and functions.
The expectation of the public as to
the type

and breadth of responsibility of the public schools have

expanded to encompass areas as diverse as preschool educathree— year— olds to career development and counseling for adolescents.

Curriculum of public schools no longer

is limited to the teaching of basic skills, but has assumed

many programs geared to preparing

a

child to adapt and

succeed in our complex technological society.

Much of this changing role was manifested in the landmark federal legislation of 1965, the Elementary and Secondary Act.

This legislation firmly placed the school systems

of the United States in dramatic new roles ranging from the

recognition and provision

of-

supplementary educational ser-

vices to children because of economic and cultural deprivation; to dropout prevention; to becoming the creator and

the implementor of educational innovation and change.

The passage of the Education of All the Handicapped Act
of 1975, as well as landmark court decisions such as the

1971 Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children Vs. the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania brought into the mainstream of
1

2

public education many children who had been
previously
excluded.
It further caused the educational
establishment
to look toward a broadening of the definition
of education
and provided increasing pressure to seek new
ways to provide
educational services to an increasingly diversified
educational
population.
I

The structure of the American educational system
clearly

places the responsibility for providing education on the
individual states.^

The administration of education by the

states has, with the notable exception of Hawaii, been dele-

gated to a more local level of control, usually with the notion of allowing for greater participation by lay persons in
the educational process.

Historically, these local units have taken many forms
from the large county units found in states like Florida,
Nevada, New Mexico and West Virginia, to the smaller and

most local school unit being found at the town or municipal
level in states like Massachusetts, Vermont and Connecticut.
As society has changed and the demands placed upon educational

systems increased, the small local unit has, in many instances,
been unable to adjust to providing the kind of quality and

diversity required from education by a larger, technologically
oriented society bent upon providing an adequate education.
\l.S., Constitution, amend. X.

3

With the assumption of new functions and an increasingly
important role in society, new organizational structures began to emerge to meet the demands.

'

Several approaches to

improve the traditional educational services delivery system
have emerged in the last three decades.

These are

organization of local school district patterns,

(2)

(1)

re-

provision

of specialized services to the local districts by the state

education agency, and

(3)

creation of cooperative or sub-

state (regional) intermediate-level units to provide services
to local, state and other education agencies.

2

A major organizational change and development activity
has occurred at the intermediate unit level.

This unit,

functioning between the state education agency and local

education agency, has become

a

way for public education to

meet the increased demands placed upon it.

The form and role

of the intermediate unit vary from state to state, with some

states still without any formal structures.
In Massachusetts, the voluntary educational collaborative

has emerged as the major unit for provision of both direct

instructional services to students as well as

support services.

a

variety of

These educational units, formed by local

school districts under Massachusetts Statute, serve as an arm
of the local district in providing a number of programs and

services on a cooperative basis.

Robert Stephens, Directory of Educational S ervice
(Washington D.C.: National Organization^^
Agencies 1977-78.
Agencies, [1978]),
of County, Intermediate Educational Service
^E.

p vii.
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statement of the Problem
In an historical analysis of the evolution of
the
^®l'^r^'tary

educational collaborative in Massachusetts, it

appears there were several factors that led to the develop-

ment and growth of the Massachusetts version of the intermediate education unit.

Most significant among these appear

to be the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education
1965 and the implementation of Massachusetts compre-

hensive special education legislation, Chapter 766.
As of September, 1980, there existed forty-two volun-

tary educational collaboratives in Massachusetts and several

private non-profit educational corporations which function
as collaboratives for the districts they service.

Up to

this point there is little information available that

addresses fundamental operating and functional questions

concerning this new and rapidly expanding public education
entity.

While a significant percentage of all the public
school districts of Massachusetts are members of voluntary

educational collaboratives, few have a full knowledge of
all aspects of their collaborative's operation, and most

know nothing of the difference in operation and functions
of collaboratives throughout the state.

Although the Massachusetts Department of Education
development of
has consistently provided support for the

and operation of voluntary educational
collaboratives and

has a specific bureau devoted to the voluntary
educational

collaboratives, there is no comprehensive information
available in any section of the Department of Education of the

many services provided by voluntary educational collaboratives throughout the state to local districts and to the

Department of Education.
Faculty and staff of institutions of higher education
throughout Massachusetts involved in education have developed
individual and institutional relationships with voluntary

educational collaboratives, but these relationships are

usually centered upon

a

single dimension of a potentially

multidimensional relationship.

Additional relationships

probably don't exist because the higher education people do
not have information available that will enable them to

understand the magnitude of the collaborative movement and
the potential for long-term, innovative, cooperative efforts.

There is no basic and comprehensive information available

which provides an overview of the development and growth of
the voluntary educational collaborative in Massachusetts.

There is a fundamental lack of understanding and knowledge
by large segments of the educational community about the

voluntary educational collaborative, its purpose, function,

organization and operation.
To address this concern, the Executive Committee of the

Massachusetts Organization of Educational Collaboratives (MOEC) at

6

its September,

1980, meeting unanimously established the

following as its priority activity for the 1980-1981 school
year.

"(To) Begin a process of data collection which will

give MOEC a better, more professional and detailed, description of the services and programs provided (by) the colla-

boratives in the State."
This study provides

a

foundation of basic information

and understanding of the operation and function of the vol-

untary educational collaborative in Massachusetts.

It ana-

lyzes the history of the development of the voluntary educa-

tional collaborative within a perspective of intermediate

units nationally, examines its current status and provides

a

foundation of information on voluntary educational collaboratives which will assist public educators in Massachusetts to

attain more specific information in order to determine the
future role for this type of intermediate agency within the
state system of public education.
This study provides information on the following:
1.

The general legislated organizational structure
of the major types of organizations which func-

tion as intermediate education units through out
the United States.

This establishes a national

perspective for the Massachusetts unit.
2

.

The major legislative actions, reports and
studies which seemed to foster the

/
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development of the voluntary educational collaborative in Massachusetts.
3.

The major programs and services pro-

vided to member school districts and
the state education agency by the

voluntary educational collaborative
in Massachusetts.
4.

The basic management and governance

structures under which the voluntary

educational collaboratives operate.
Importance of the Study

There exist forty-two voluntary educational collaboratives in Massachusetts employing hundreds of persons, pro-

fessional and non-professional, receiving large sums of money
in grants and contracts, expending large sums of federal,

state and local tax dollars, serving hundreds of students and

professionals in

a

variety of programs and services, and

forming a state-wide, professional, dues-collecting organization.

This study enables many segments of the educational com-

munity to better understand the entity known as the voluntary
educational collaborative and develops some basic information
from which to chart the future of this new educational unit
as part of the educational delivery system in Massachusetts.
It provides a national perspective on the Massachusetts exper-

ience with intermediate units and specific data on some of

)

8

the major components of the operations and
functions of
the voluntary educational collaborative.

P®^haps most importantly

,

this study provides the

documentation to prove that the voluntary educational
collaborative in Massachusetts has established itself as a viable
educational entity to deliver certain services to local school
districts thereby enabling it to become an established and
accepted member of the greater educational community.
Limitations of the Study
This study is descriptive in nature.

It was designed

to gather base line data on an emerging public educational

entity.

This study provides a base foundation of information

on the voluntary educational collaborative in Massachusetts

designed to assist in future research efforts.

No compar-

ison or analysis of the research has been attempted, although

general observations and conclusions are developed.
This study does not provide specific information on the

operation and functions of an individual voluntary educational

collaborative nor does it provide specific data on the operations of the collaboratives because of the nature of the

research instrument and the necessity for arriving at generalized observation.

An assumption was made that the respon-

dents to the questionnaire were open, honest, and candid and
that the information provided was accurate at the time the

research instrument was completed, between November, 1980 and
January, 1981.

f
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Definition of Terms
Local education agency - The basic unit or
political
body charged with the responsibility of operating
the public
schools, often for one city or town.

State ed ucation agency - The political arm of the state

government charged with the responsibility for providing for
education within the state.
Regional school district

- A

distinct political body

established by two or more towns for the purpose of constructing and operating a regional school that consists of certain

specified grades.
Intermediate education unit

-

A public educational unit

that functions between the state and local education agencies.

County school district

- The

basic unit or political

body responsible for operating the public schools.

This unit

usually operates the public schools of more than one city or
town and follows the established lines of the county unit of

government.

Superintendency union

-

A union of two or more local

educational agencies formed for the purpose of employing the
services of one superintendent of schools.

Voluntary educational collaborative

-

A cooperative

effort among local school districts which operates according
to the mandate of Massachusetts General Law Chapter 40 S. 4E,

under a formal binding agreement between/among school

/
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coimnittees, approved by the State Department
of Education,

and operates with a board of directors
composed of a school
committee member from each participating district
and has

a director.

Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter

I

of the dissertation includes a description

of the problem, its significance, the general design of
the

study and the assumptions and limitations that are set forth.

Chapter II includes a review of selected research and literature related to the development and organization of the

intermediate education unit in the United States, with particular focus on the development of the voluntary educational

collaborative in Massachusetts.

Chapter III consists of

a

description of the methodology utilized in the development
of the research instrument and the processes used in admin-

istering that instrument to the proposed respondents.

Chap-

ter IV consists of a presentation and an analysis of the data

collected by means of a questionnaire, the research instrument utilized

In Chapter V, the final chapter, a summary of

information as well as conclusions and recommendations are

presented based upon evidence from the preceding chapter.

CHAPTER

II

A REVIEW OP SELECTED LITERATURE AND
RELATED RESEARCH
It is important to recognize that
the development of

the voluntary educational collaborative
in Massachusetts
is not an isolated phenomenon.
It is part of an emerging
network of intermediate education units
within many of
the state systems of public education in the
United States.
In order to better understand the evolution
and develop-

ment of the voluntary educational collaborative
in Massachusetts, it is essential that a framework be
established
which allows this experience to be placed within the
perspective of a national movement.
Further, since no research has been done which chronicles those factors which may have caused the development of

these units, the review of literature in this chapter pro-

vides for a comprehensive historical analysis of the evolution of the voluntary educational collaborative in Massa-

chusetts.

This historical analysis of legislation, reports

and studies and policy statements establishes a basis for

understanding the current status of these cooperative units.
This literature review focuses on three major areas:
(1)

factors which appeared to have caused the development

and growth of the intermediate education units
the country as they are currently constituted,

across
(2)

a

brief

analysis of the various types of organizational structures of
11

12

intermediate education units throughout the United
States
and (3) the reports, legislation and studies
which

seemed

to have caused the evolution of the voluntary
educational

collaborative to its current status in the state system
of
education in Massachusetts.
The Evolving Intermediate Unit
The intermediate unit as an integral part of the American educational system is not a new entity.

The intermedi-

ate unit in the form of county-wide school districts has

long constituted a major operational unit for many states.

States such as Florida, Pennsylvania and Delaware have long

used the county administrative unit as an intermediate unit

between state and local educational agencies.^

The original

intermediate unit was the office of the county superintendent
of schools.

In many instances, these' units were formed as

extensions of the state education agencies, and their functions were largely regulatory and administrative.

These units enabled the state to encourage
local communities to provide elementary education
that took into account desirable state-wide standards.
At the same time it enabled the local school
districts to control and support their schools as
a function of government at the local level.
In the late 1930 's and early 1940

's

change in the role

of many existing units and the emergence of different

^Harold S. Davis, Educational Service Centers in the
Connecticut Department of Education, (1976]
(Hartford:

U. S. A.

^C. Hooker and R. Mueller, The Relationship of School
District Reorganization to State Aid Distribution Systems,"
Patterns of School District Organization (MinneaPart It
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 046-072,
polis:

1970)

,

p.

12

13

types of units designed to provide a broad
spectrum of
educational services and programs began to
occur.
Several

factors contributed to this change in the
function of many
intermediate units.

A major force influencing this restructuring
was the
reduction of the number of school districts
nationally.

Major reorganization and consolidation occurred
during the
period beginning around 1930. From 1932 to 1965
the number
of school districts in the United States dramatically
de-

creased as educators and other governmental officials
sought

more economical and efficient ways to provide for

a

comprehensive and diverse education for their youth.

more
In

1932 there were 127,649 school districts operating in the

United States.

This figure was lowered to 26,802 by 1965

and 2,420 of these districts were not operating schools.^

A recent report from the National Institute of Education^

indicated that the operating education system is presently
comprised of just over 17,000 local school districts or

education agencies for each of the fifty states and outlying territories.

Although this trend implies that fewer school districts
serve larger populations, it is important to point out that
^E. Trudeau, Legal Provisions for Delivery of Educational
Services on a Cooperative Basis to Handicapped Children (Arlington, VA:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 081-126,

1973) p.
6
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National Institute of Education, Office of Research and
Development, Building Capacity for Renewal and Reform: An
Initial Report on Knowledge Production and Utilization in
Education, Washington D.C., 1973

nearly 60% of all the school districts in the nation have
fewer than 1,200 pupils.

In addition,

close to 40% of all

pupils are enrolled in districts with over 12,000 pupils.
In the Fall of 1972,

less than 1% of the nation's school

systems enrolled 30% of the student populations and 40% of
the systems had fewer than 300 pupils each.

although

So,

much consolidation occurred, there still existed

a

substan-

tial need to provide a broad array of services to many small

school districts.
The federal government began to encourage restructuring and reorganization of state school systems by encouraging

cooperation among local school districts, state education
agencies and a wide variety of non-school social agencies
and programs.

0

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act

of 1965 and its amendments deliberately stimulated educa-

tional cooperation.

Under Title

I

of this Act several dis-

tricts could pool planning funds in order to obtain a con-

sultant aide or a full-time planner to effect regional planning.^

Title III of the same Act, PACE (Programs to Advance

Creativity in Education) was aimed particularly at educational innovation and supplementary education centers.

Most

PACE projects encouraged cooperation between and among

agencies with a view toward improvement in education.
^Ibid

.

,

p

.

36

Cooper^
®C.M. Achilles and Larry W. Hughes, Educat ional
Reproducatives PREP 23 (Washington, D.C.: ERIC Document
tion Service, ED 048-521, 1971) p. 8
^Ibid
10

Ibid.
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The acceptable definition for "local education agency"

under P.L. 89-10 was a major statement by the federal govern-

ment on the need for another cooperative or consolidated
educational unit.

This definition not only recognized the

need for new units, but more importantly, the potentially

changing role of existing units.
found in Section 601

(f)

This modified definition

Title VI, reads as follows:

The term "local education agency "means a
public board of education or other public authority legally constituted within a State for either
administrative control and direction of, or to
perform a service function for, public elementary
and secondary schools in a city, county, township,
school district or other political subdivision of
a State, or such combination of school districts
or counties as are reorganized in a state as an
administrative agency for its public elementary
^^
and secondary schools
.

.

.

More recently, P.L. 94-142, The Education of All the

Handicapped Act,

12

mandated that local school districts

unable to generate more than $7,500 in reimbursements
based on number of children served would be unable to
access funds made available through this legislation

unless they demonstrated that program planning for services to handicapped children be developed in cooperation

with other districts.

Additionally, the definition of

eligible recipients of P.L. 94-142 funds was broadly defined to make cooperatives eligible.
^^Ibid., p.

773

9

^^Education for All the Handicapped Children, 89 Stat.
(1975), 20 U.S.C., Sec. 1411 (d) 1975

16

The Development of New Purposes
The consolidation of small school districts into
larger

administrative units began to alter the purpose of the existing intermediate unit.

Although no longer essential to pro-

vide administrative and leadership functions, the tremendous

demands being placed upon the educational system called for
new functions for these existing units and the development of

other types of intermediate units where a vacuum existed.
In a speech to the National Conference of County and

Rural Area Superintendents in 1961,^^ C. W. Trillingham,
Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools, analyzed the

role of intermediate unit by defining roles of the various

educational structures.

"In general, the State Department

of Education is a policy making and leadership body; the

local school district is the operating unit; the county or

intermediate unit is the coordinating and service agency

.

."

His remarks were echoed by Robert Isenberg in a study of

the intermediate units in 1966, "One of the chief character-

istics of the evolving intermediate unit is that it is

largely service oriented."

14

^^C. W. Trillingham, The Case for Change in the Function
ERIC Document Reproof the Intermediate Unit (Phila, PA.
duction Service, ED 020-054, 1961) p. 2
:

^^Robert M. Isenberg, The Evolving Intermediate Unit
ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
(Washington D.C.:
ED 020-843, 1966) p. 3
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In the Directory of Educational Service 1977-1978,^^
E.

Robert Stephens proposes that there are eight benefits of

using regional ESA's,
(1)

They include the following;

Regional units can facilitate the provision to local districts of easily accessible, definite, and self-determined

supplemental and supportive services of high quality.
(2)

Regional units can contribute to the development and/or

provisions of state-mandated programs and services to
local districts in the event that local units are unable
to do so.
(3)

Regional units can contribute to the equalization of educational opportunities for all children by minimizing acci-

dents of geography and neutralizing artificial barriers
as determinants of the educational programs available.
(4)

Regional units can promote the utilization of cost-benefit
and cost-effective principals in the f5elivery of educa-

tional programs and services within the state school
system.
(5)

Regional units can contribute to the healthy interaction
among urban, suburban, and rural interests in the search
for solutions to areawide educational problems.

(6)

Regional units can contribute to the
a

establishment of

statewide research, development, evaluation, and dis-

semination network, and the promotion of efficient

resource use to foster the network.
Robert Stephens, Directory of Educational Service
National Organization^^
(Washington D.C.
1977-78
Agencies
Agencies, [1978]),
Service
Educational
Intermediate
^unty.
p. vii
:

18
(7)

Regional units can contribute to the establishment of
a statewide network of resident change agents
capable

of readily implementing the staffing and resources

necessary to effect fundamental change within the
state school system on a planned basis.
(8)

Regional units can substantially promote meaningful
local school district involvement in state and regional

planning and decision-making processes.
E.

Robert Stephens, in a paper prepared for the Ameri-

can Association of School Administrators in 1977,^^ compiled
a list of seven

major areas of service and programming ideally

conducted by intermediate units.
1.

They include the following:

Programs and services for the state education
agency

2.

Data processing and other management programs
and services

3.

Vocational/technical education programs and
services

4.

Staff development programs and services

5.

Comprehensive curriculum development programs
and services

6.

Comprehensive educational media programs
and services

7.

Comprehensive programs and services for exceptional
children

Robert Stephens, Regionalism; Past, Present and
An Essay on the Future of Sub State in Elementary
Future
ERIC Document Reproand Secondary EducatioTi (Washington D C
18.
017-381
1967)
p.
ED
Service,
duction

—

,

.

.

:

19

Harold Davis in his study for the Connecticut
Depart-

ment of Education in 1976^"^ felt that local school
districts

'

needed intermediate units to additionally provide services
and programs in educational research and transportation.
In a study done by Heesacker and Jongeward for the

Northwest Regional Laboratory in 1968,^® the use of the
intermediate unit as a vehicle for shared services and

programs to equalize educational opportunity "to youth,
who by circumstances of residence, are required to attend
schools with limited enrollments, limited facilities, often

poorly prepared teachers and more often, limited course
offerings" was put forth.
E.

Robert Stephens in a study done for the University

of Iowa in 1967

19

listed seven advantages to the provision

of certain services and programs through an intermediate

They allow local districts to;

unit.
1.

Protect and promote local control and local

determination in public education
2.

Equalize and extend educational opportunity

3.

Assure economical and efficient operation of
many educational programs

^^Harold S. Davis, Educational Service Centers in the
Connecticut Department of Education
U.S.A. (Hartford:
11976]), p. 18

^®Frank L. Heesacker and Ray Jongeward, Identification
Synthesis, Evaluation and Packaging of "Shared Services"
Research and Development Efforts in Rural Areas (Portland,
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 036-666, 1968)
Oregon:
,

Robert Stephens, The Multi-County Regional Edu cation
Service Agency in Iowa; Part I, Section I Iowa City,
14
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 026-700, 1967) p.
;

20
4.

Improve the quality of many educational programs

5.

Provide a needed change agent in education

^

Promote the restructuring of school governance

*

consistent with development in the public and
private sectors
Improve the coordination of local, regional

7.

and state-wide educational planning

An Organizational

S urvey of

Basic Forms of the Intermediat e Unit

Cooperation and consolidation comprised the major direction taken by individual states to address the complex pro-

blem of developing and maintaining an effective structure for

educating youth in public schools.
Stephens,

20

According to E. Robert

there were four basic approaches used either

singularly or in combination to varying degrees.
(1)

These are:

the formation of larger school district administrative

units.

the provision of specialized services to school

(2)

districts by the state education agency,

(3)

the formation

of informal single-purpose and multi-purpose educational

cooperatives, and

(4)

the formation of special district

regional education service agencies.
It is important to understand that the educational sys-

tems of different states have developed into four basic

organization patterns of local school systems within states:
a.

a single-echelon system

(SEA controlled as in

^^E. Robert Stephens, Regionalism:

Future

p.

7

Past, Present and

21

Hawaii) where there is a single state
unit of

school government
a two-tiered system

b.

(SEA and LEA's);

some states

are organized on a two-echelon system in
which

there is a state education agency and

a

number

of local districts

still other states are organized on a three-eche-

c.

lon system in which there is a state educational

agency (SEA), local school districts, and some
type of middle or second-echelon unit (i.e.,

intermediate agency)

combination of mixed modes 2

d.

Examining the development of intermediate units from

a chron-

ological standpoint, the fifty states have been evolving
intermediate agencies from the period of time immediately
following World War II.

At that time twenty-eight states

used the county as the intermediate unit (school district

boundaries are coterminus with those of county units)

;

one

state. New York, used both the supervisory union and the

Board of Cooperative Educational Services as the intermediate
unit. New England States used the supervisory union as a

quasi-intermediate unit, thirteen states did not have an
intermediate unit.
21

.

Richard J. Lavin and Jean E. Sanders, Organizing for
Improving Delivery of Educational Services in Massachuse^s
Volume II. (Boston MA: Massachusetts Advisory Council on
Education [1974]) p. 6
,

22

Ibid.

,

p.

7
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By 1967, Fitzwalter^^ noted that
thirty-two states

administered their schools through

a

three-level structure

consisting of a state education agency, an
intermediate unit
and local school districts.
In an analysis of intermediate units,

it is important

to recognize that considerable variation
exists in their

and organizational structure from state to
state.

While in many states such as Delaware the intermediate
unit
has long been a component of the state educational
system,

many other states have had to develop
r^sed

a

unit based upon

and the political make-up of the state.

To define an intermediate unit for the purposes of this
study,

it was important to analyze all the various types of

cooperative arrangements that existed between and among
local school districts, state education agencies, institu-

tions of higher education and other agencies, private and
public.

In order to provide a scope,

it was necessary to

not include any loose or ad-hoc confederation of school

districts, state agencies, or institutions of higher edu-

cation or any other type of cooperative arrangement that
did not have a solid organizational foundation.
The most efficient method of defining intermediate

units is on the basis of their legal structure within

a state.

As defined by Harold Davis in his study of Education Service
23

Charles 0. Fitzwalter, Patterns and Trends in State
ERIC Document
School System Development (Washington D.C.:
Reproduction Service, ED 017-346, 1967) p. 12
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Centers in the U.S.A.,

^

this would place all intermediate units

in the following categories by legislation or
lack of same:

Mandating legislation
Mandatory /voluntary legislation
Permissive legislation
States without specific legislation

Prototypes of Various Intermediate Units

Within these various categories of the intermediate unit
structure/ a number of variations exist.

These variations are

best described by outlining prototypes as they are represented
by various states.

The prototypes are drawn from

a

list pre-

pared by the National Education Association in 1967.^^ This
list formed the most comprehensive and concise organizational

analysis of intermediate units found in this research.

What

this study attempts to do is to place the various prototypical

intermediate unit structures within the confines of
mandate.

a legislated

The major obstacle to this was the confusing and con-

tradictory systems that still exist within several states.
Prototype

I

Intermediate unit is a part of a state-wide network established by the State. Board of control is
popularly elected and appoints the Superintendent and
This unit has taxing authority.
staff and sets salaries.
It provides certain programs and services mandated by
the State.
This type of unit is superimposed over existing county units and covers more than one county.
24
U. S . A.

/

^
Harold S. Davis, Educational Service Centers in the
.

p.

21

^^National Education Association, Regional Educational
Service Agency Prototypes, Optional Statutory Arrangements
ERIC Docuand Suggestions for Improvement (Washington D.C.:
ment Reproduction Service, ED 017-381, 1967)
^^Ibid.

,

p.

6
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The Intermediate Education Districts
established by
the State of Oregon in 1963 best typify this
type of inter-

mediate unit.

Although the county unit had long been part

of the Oregon educational structure, this new unit
mandated

that the lED's be established to service rural school
districts
Since this legislation applied to counties with more than
one

school district, there are six county single districts still

operating under old regulations.

Currently there are twenty-

nine intermediate districts covering thirty of Oregon's thirtysix counties.

The purpose of these intermediate units, accord-

ing to Oregon Statute Chapter 334, Section 334.005^^ is

"

.

.

to provide maximum excellence in education and as nearly equal

educational opportunities for all the children of this state
as is feasible under optimum local control."

The lED is

expected to perform the function of financial equalization
among local school districts in its area, to assist the State
Board of Education in providing state services and to help
local districts obtain needed services such as data processing, media,

special education and facilities on a cooperative

basis.

Prototype II
Intermediate unit is formed to be contiguous
with existing county lines. Board of control is a
lay board elected by school board members from memThe Board appoints the Superintenber districts.
dent and staff and sets salaries. This unit is
27
U. S. A.

,

Harold
p. 32

S.

Davis, Educational Service Centers in the

.
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of a stats^wids network of intermediate
units whose functions are defined by statute.
It has no taxing authority but receives state
and county support, as well as payment for
services from member districts.

States such as Arizona, Georgia, Indiana, California,
Missouri, Montana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina
and South Dakota operate county educational systems with
the county unit serving as intermediate unit.

In most in-

stances, these units serve as administrative arms of the

State Education Agency.

In Indiana, these intermediate

units have been complimented by allowing permissive legislation which encourages the development of voluntary educational cooperatives.

During the last few years, these

cooperatives have flourished, and this state may follow
the lead of Pennsylvania which in 1970 abolished its county

units and established intermediate units divorced from the
county system.

Prototype III
Intermediate unit is an integral part of state
Board of control is popularly elected
school system.
State estaband appoints Superintendent and staff.
It has no
lishes superintendent's salary by statute.
state
from
the
funds
taxing authority and receives
in
districts
school
local
as
from
as
well
and county
of
functions
and
Services
services.
for
payment
this unit are determined by the State and the Unit
has some governance role over local school districts.
^^Regional Educational Service Agency Prototypes
29

Ibid.

,

p.

12

,

p.

11
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California is the only major state employing
this
system of intermediate unit. Although generally
adhering
to county lines, the popular election of
the superintendent
and administrative control over local school
district finances has caused a major growth of a parallel

network of

units devoted principally to service.

The

State of Washington had similar units until they were

abolished in 1969.

Intermediate units known as Educational

Service Districts were instituted in their place.

Prototype IV
Intermediate unit is part of a statewide network
of intermediate units established by the State.
Board of control is elected by school board members
of participating districts.
The Board appoints the
Superintendent and staff and sets salaries. This
unit has taxing authority although the total budget
must be approved by boards of member districts. Its
functions are determined by local need and local districts can choose which service they wish to participate in. 30

Michigan's Intermediate School Districts (ISD's) best
typify this mandated intermediate unit.

Although the govern-

ing boards in three of the ISD's are popularly elected, the

remaining fifty-five ISD's boards are elected by members of

participating districts.

Although the ISD's have some man-

dated responsibilities (such as coordinated planning in
special education and vocational/technical education)
30

Ibid., p. 15

27

statute allows tremendous latitude in the
types of services
undertaken and developed. A similar system
exists in Oregon
and Pennysylvania, but in these and several
mandated intermediate units, no taxing authority exists
although state and
local support are defined by legislation.
In a report issued by the Blue Ribbon
Task Force on

Intermediate School Districts in Michigan in 1976,^^
the
Task Force recognized that the:

Intermediate School District is a legally
constituted governmental unit which functions
between the State Department of Education and
local school districts
the intermediate
district should not supersede nor replace the
Board of Education of any local school district, nor should it control or otherwise interfere with the rights of local districts.
.

.

.

Prototype V
Intermediate Unit is part of a state-wide
network established by the State. The Board of
Control is a lay board elected by school board
members from participating districts. The state
sets the salary of the administrator.
This unit
has no taxing authority but is supported by a
fixed state subsidy and payments for services
by locals.
Services are determined by local need
and districts only participate in programs they
choose. 32

After having county units for over one hundred years,

Wisconsin abolished them in 1965 and established nineteen
Cooperative Educational Service Agencies.

Iowa, in 1976,

established similar Area Education Agencies when they
^

^Michigan Board of Education, Blue Ribbon Task Force
(Lansing: 1976) p. 3
on Intermediate School Districts
,

1

Regional Educational Service Agency Prototypes

,

p.

17

2R

abolished their seventy-nine county and multi-county
units.
An interesting component of these two mandated
units

is the

system used for financing programs and services.

Iowa de-

ducts from state aid to local school districts the
amount

needed to provide reimbursable services on a weighted
system.
This amount is then paid quarterly directly to the
inter-

mediate unit.
The Wisconsin subsidy is a minimal administrative fee,
and all other services are on a payment-for-services basis.
In a research report published in 1975,^^ it was stated

that this system led to financial instability within the

CESA and the state should provide incentives for cooperative
efforts through the CESA.

Prototype VI
Intermediate unit is a part of a statewide
network of county units.
Board of Control is a
lay board popularly elected by the voters of the
county.
The Board appoints the Superintendent
and staff and sets salaries.
This unit has no
taxing authority and is financed by state support
and local payment for services.
Its functions
are determined by statute and it is responsible
for certain administrative aspect of local school
district operations 34
.

33

U.S.A.
34

Harold
p.

S.

Davis

,

Educational Service Centers in the

13

Regional Educational Service Agency Prototypes

,

p.

18

29

Ohio has had the traditional county unit agency since
1953.

These agencies basically have two functions:

one

as the regulatory arm of the state and as a service agency
for local school districts.

By 1968 there were eighty-eight

county units serving as intermediate units for the state.
Their function, chiefly, was to assist the local school districts in providing those operations and programs mandated
by the State, although permissive legislation does allow

county units to operate programs in special education and

other specialized program areas.
A system of mandatory/voluntary units is that where

a

state might pass legislation requiring the establishment
of intermediate units statewide, but allow participation

by local school districts to be voluntary.

For states where mandatory/voluntary legislation

exists, the NEA definitions used as guidelines previously

do not have a definition that fits.

For example, in Texas,

basically, two types of intermediate units exist:

the county

unit which is an administrative arm of the State and the

Regional Education Service Centers which are, basically,
service oriented.

Beginning as regional media centers,

funded by ESEA Title III in 1967, these units have evolved
into a major service delivery network for the State agency
as well as the local districts it serves.

While the

30

legislation mandates creation of these service
centers,

P^^^^^ip^tion by local districts is voluntary.

The RESC

Board of Directors is composed of five or seven
lay citizens

appointed by a Joint Committee made up of a school board

representative from each member district.

The Centers

receive a basic state subsidy as well as state funds for
specific purposes.

Georgia, West Virginia and Indiana

have similar units.

Prototype VII
In some states the legislature has seen fit to allow

intermediate units to develop as determined by the needs
of the local district.

Legislation exists that allows their

creation, but both the establishment of and membership in
the intermediate unit is the decision of the local district.

Intermediate unit is not part of a statewide network. The Board of Control is made up
of lay persons or Superintendents elected by
School Board members from participating districts.
Board of Control has director, staff
and sets salaries.
It has no taxing authority
and receives financial support from assessments
to member districts and payment for services.
Programs and services are developed by local
need
Perhaps the most typical and best known of this type
of permissive unit is the BOCES

(Board of Cooperative

Educational Services) in New York.

Initiated by legislation

in 1948, these units were designed to provide shared services

^^Ibid

.

,

p.

21
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as requested by school districts working
together in a

common geographic district.^®

There are currently forty-six

BOCES

serving more than seven hundred local school
districts
BOCES has no taxing authority and derives the
major part of
its income from payment for services delivered.

the State of New York provides state aid

Additionally

for services pro-

vided in administration, transportation, special
education,

vocational education and adult education on an aid ratio for
the respective districts.

The BOCES governing board is com-

posed of representatives of the member districts.

Most other states operating similar models, such as

California with its two-tiered intermediate structure,
Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, Tennessee,

Maryland, Massachusetts, Virginia and Minnesota, function

essentially the same as the BOCES, with

a

major variable

being the level of support and/or control of the state

education agency.

This ranges from considerable state con-

trol and support in New York, where the State Commissioner

must approve a yearly operational plan, to Colorado and

Massachusetts where no systematic state support exists
and control is non-existent after initial approval of an

intermediate unit charter.

The major exception to these

generalities exist in Tennessee where the permissive unit
is granted taxing authority.

^^Harold
U. S . A.

p.

3

S.

Davis, Educational Service Centers in the
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The Voluntary Educational Collaborative
in Massachusetts

The general overview of the types of
intermediate units
that exist nationally presents a context
in which to analyze
the evolution of the intermediate unit in
Massachusetts.

This unit, termed the voluntary educational
collaborative,
fits into that loosely designed organizational
unit allowed
by permissive legislation, although, as will be
later docu-

mented, the legislation followed the creation of the
unit.
This part of the paper will trace the evolution of

cooperative efforts between and among school districts and
analyze those factors which were aimed at promoting

cooperation and/or consolidation among individual districts,
^^^ticular attention will be given to legislation submitted
to the Massachusetts General Court and reports and studies

which focus on the concept that

a

larger administrative

unit can be more efficient for the delivery of educational
service.
In the last five years, Massachusetts has seen the rapid

growth of a new public educational service delivery network
in the form of the voluntary educational collaborative.

There

does not exist comprehensive research which analyzes all forms
of cooperative efforts undertaken in the past within the

context of the evolution of the voluntary educational

33

collaborative.

This paper will attempt to place the
develop-

ment and growth of the voluntary educational
collaborative
within an historical and developmental context
which could
prove helpful in determining future legislation,
research
and policy related to cooperative efforts among
school disIt is important to define the voluntary educational

collaborative that is being discussed in this paper.

In

Massachusetts there currently exist a number of cooperative
®^fo^ts within education that have taken up the name "collaborative."

These range from cooperative efforts between

business and education, Industry/Education Collaboratives
to private non-profit organizations such as the Educational

Collaborative of Greater Boston (EDCO) and the Merrimac
Education Center (MEC) that function in many ways in the
same manner as the voluntary educational collaborative.

For the purposes of this paper, a voluntary educational

collaborative in Massachusetts shall be any cooperative
that is formally organized according to the provisions of

Chapter 40, Section 4E of the Massachusetts General Laws,
as amended, or by Chpater 71B, as amended, and is character-

ized by the following factors:
.

.

.it operates with a board of directors

comprised of a school committee member
from each participating school system,
the Superintendent of Schools or a

representative of each school committee.
.

.

.it operates under a formal binding

34

agreement among/between school committees
approved by the State Department of

Education
.

•

.it has a full-time director

•

•

‘it receives financial support from its

member districts^^
Consolidation of Massachusetts School Districts
The concept of local autonomy and local control of the

public schools is a fundamental tenet of the Massachusetts

educational system.

Historically, every town maintained

its own school or schools.

Horace Mann, in 1849, in his

annual report to the State Board of Education, reported
that during the school year 1848-49 there existed 3,748
school districts in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.^®
This fact illustrated that every school within the Common-

wealth of Massachusetts was considered an independent school
district with its own school committee.
In 1838 the Massachusetts General Court passed legisla-

tion which would allow the union of two or more districts.
In 1849 it took another step by allowing two adjacent towns

to unite for the purpose of establishing a high school.

39

37

Massachusetts Department of Education, Policy on
Educational Collaboratives
(Boston:
1977) p. 5
,

38

David F. Clune, "The Legal Pattern for the Regionalization of Public School Districts in Massachusetts from
1964-1970" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Connecticut,
1970)

^^Ibid.

,

p.
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These two acts formed the first
recognition of the need for
small school districts to unite in
some form to more efficiently operate their schools.
in 1870 the Massachusetts
General Court took its first step to
cause independent districts to cooperate with one another
rather than consolidate
by the passage of legislation which
would allow individual
school districts to form a union for the
purpose of jointly
employing a Superintendent of Schools. This
legislation,
coupled with legislation providing financial
incentives for
the formation of such a union, led to the
establishment of

seventy-two superintendency unions by the Spring of 1879."^^
The formation of union superintendencies was the
only

formal cooperative effort among independent school
districts
in Massachusetts that existed prior to the passage
of the

which allowed the formation of voluntary educational collaboratves in 1974.^^
Prior to 1970 the only concerted effort by the State
to effect more efficient operation of small local school

districts was toward consolidation through the formation
of regional districts.

Regionalization was not truly a

cooperative effort between school districts since formation
of a region caused those districts involved to dissolve

themselves as independent entities.

The regional district

became the local school district as it is a distinct political
^^Ibid.
41

,

p.

36

Cooperative Model Agreements for Educational Programs,
Massachusetts General Laws, Chap. 40. Sec. 4E
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body established by two or more towns
for the purpose of constructing and operating a regional school
that consists of
certain specified grades.
formation of regional school
districts began in earnest immediately following
the end
of

World War II with the passage of legislation
giving financial
reimbursement for construction of new facilities
and tremendous incentives for the construction of regional
facilities.
This, coupled with the creation of a State
School Building

Assistance Commission empowered to made decisions on
school
43
construction,
gave the state the power it required to

force

small independent districts to consolidate.

This same back

door approach was used some twelve years later to effect the

formation of regionalized districts designed to provide

vocational-technical education.
The Beginning of Cooperative Efforts

Other than the statute allowing the formation of

superintendency unions, little existed in state legislation
or educational policy that would foster cooperative efforts

among independent local districts prior to 1970.

This cooper-

ative effort was merely an administrative mechanism and had
a

very limited focus.

It allowed a group of school committees

42

David F. Clune, Legal Patterns for Regionalization in
Massachusetts p. 3
,

43

Department of Education, Massachusetts General Laws,
Chapter 15, Section IF

37

to jointly hire a
Superintendent of Schools
and other ads,inistrative staff as deemed
necessary by the member
school
committees.
This cooperative effort
required all member
school committees to meet
annually, but required
little
more than action related
to the administrative
unit.
passage of the Elementary
and Secondary Education
Act of 1965
was landmark legislation
for a number of
different reasons. One of these
reasons was that it was
the first piece of federal
legislation to provide incentives for local school districts
to work cooperatively with
one another around an agreed
educational purpose.
The principal purpose of these cooperative
efforts was to provide
supplementary centers which would
operationalize the educational research provided through
the regional laboratories,
also established by this legislation.
On May 21

,

1965, the New England School
Department

Council (NESDEC),

a

private non-profit educational organiza-

tion, voted to create a project entitled
"Bettering the

Regions Initiation and Development of Good
Education"

BRIDGE was developed to provide

a

mechanism wherein school

systems could initiate projects to the federal
government

which would utilize what was known not only of
existing
programs, but also to make maximum use of existing
research

facilities and skilled personnel.
211

On November 10, 1965,

The Elementary and Secondary Education Assistance,
39 (1965), 20 U.S.C., Sec. 841 (a) 1965

79 Stat.

45

New England School Development Education Council,
"NESDEC News", Cambridge, MA.
1965-1966
,
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BRIDGE submitted six planning grant
proposals to the United
States Office of Education to form
supplementary education
centers to be funded from the Elementary
and Secondary
Education Act of 1965.“® of the six proposals,
four represented cooperative efforts between local
school districts.
Three of these groups were from Massachusetts.
They included
the Lighthouse Group, composed of the following
school
districts:

Cohasset, Duxbury, Hanover, Hanson, Hingham,

Hull, Marshfield, Plymouth-Carver Regional and
Scituate;
a second group composed of Canton,

Sharon and Stoughton;

and the "West Met" group composed of Natick, Needham,
Wayland,

Wellesley and Weston.

These school systems were chosen

by NESDEC to become the pilots for supplementary centers,
as they represented the Harvard Graduate School of Educa-

tion's model of lighthouse communities.

These were the

best communities where innovation had the greatest chance
to succeed.

47

A fourth group of school systems consisting

of the communities of Bedford, Concord-Carlisle Region,

Maynard and Sudbury also applied for funds to develop

a

supplementary education center independent of BRIDGE but
soon came under the BRIDGE umbrella.

Interview with Or. Richard J. Lavin, Executive Director
Merrimac Education Center, Chelmsford, MA.
8 September, 1978
,

39

While the BRIDGE project served
as a catalyst for local
school districts to develop a
cooperative project for a
specific purpose, it also, together
with the Massachusetts
Council of Public Schools and the
Massachusetts Teachers
Association, developed legislation
to be submitted
to the

Massachusetts General Court which would
allow one district
to receive and expend a grant
on behalf of all districts
in Its group. 4S
•

.

At the same time BRIDGE was developing
cooperative
supplementary education centers with school
systems within
Its membership, other school systems in
Massachusetts were
developing similar proposals for essentially
the same purpose.
The major distinction between these efforts
and the

BRIDGE effort was that there was no external
catalyst to
the development of a cooperative proposal with
the exception
of an identified funding source.
One of the first independent cooperative efforts
to be

developed was Project Spoke, a cooperative effort of the
school districts and non-public schools of the towns of
Easton, Foxboro, Mansfield, North Attleboro, Norton and

Walpole.

This cooperative program first began as a

planning project in September, 1966, and developed into
a

cooperative instructional media center under the
48

New England School Development Council, Minutes of the
Meeting of the Executive Committee March 11, 1966, Auburn, MA.
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direction of John Stefani.

This project still exists as

voluntary educational collaborative
with an expanded purpose under the leadership of Mr. Stefani.
This makes this
the oldest still operating voluntary
educational collaborative in Massachusetts."^^
a

'

In 1967 Title III of the Elementary
and Secondary

Education Act, the title that supported the
creation of
supplementary centers, became the administrative
responsibility of the State education agency, in
Massachusetts,
the State Department of Education.

This meant that the

Department of Education became responsible for administering large amounts of funds and carrying out the
mandates
of the legislation.
The State Director of ESEA Title III, Joseph Bostable,

helped to initiate several more cooperative supplementary

education centers in 1967, including the Merrimac Education
Center in the Lowell, Lawrence area and Project COD in the

New Bedford area.

Additionally, the State Department of

Education became responsible for the supervision of those
cooperative supplementary center projects funded previously

directly from Washington.
Between 1967 and 1970 several other cooperative projects
49

John A. Stefani, "Regionalizing Support Services for
Schools", paper presented to Board of Directors, Project Spoke,
Norton, MA.
January, 1979.
,

^^Interview with Dr. Richard

J.

Lavin,

8

September, 1978
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were funded throughout Massachusetts
through ESEA Title III
and were all basically designed
to provide supplementary
services to the participating districts.
Many of these
projects remain in existence still,
although the participating communities, organizational
structure, legal structure and purpose has been altered or
expanded.
For example, both the Merrimac Education
Center and
Project Spoke still perform essentially the
same functions
for their member districts as they did
when originally formed,

although the legal basis for their functioning
has been
modified.
The Merrimac Education Center is a private
nonorganization, and Project Spoke is a legally constituted voluntary educational collaborative.

Both these

organizations have the same Director, although many new

program dimensions have been added.

Cooperative projects

formed under BRIDGE have not survived with the cessation of

federal support, with the notable exception of the "West
Met" group which evolved into The Educational Cooperative,
a

legally constituted voluntary educational collaborative

providing a broad range of programs and services to its

member districts.
It would be an interesting study to analyze on a case-

by-case basis those ESEA Title III supplementary center

projects funded in Massachusetts to determine how many of
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them survived in some form after the
cessation of federal
support.
Unfortunately, all the records of both
the Massachusetts Department of Education and the
New England School
Development Council covering this period of
implementation
of the legislation no longer exist.

Formalizing the Cooperative Efforts of the
Local School Districts

During the period when

a

number of federally supported

education centers developed in Massachusetts from 1965-1970,
there was no legal basis under which these cooperative
efforts
could operate.

The loose confederation of local school dis-

operating these supplementary centers began to question not only the legality of many aspects of the cooperative effort, but the legality of the entire effort.

Legislation
To address these increasing concerns, legislation was

sponsored in 1970 that permitted two or more school committees
to authorize agreements to provide joint educational activi-

ties.

It is interesting to note that while the Massachu-

setts Board of Education did not file this legislation,
its authors included not only Dr. John Stefani of Project

Spoke, but Dr. Everett Thistle, Deputy Commissioner of

Education, and Dr. Robert Watson, Director of the Bureau

Interview
Interview with Dr. Richard J. Lavin, Ibid.
with John Stefani, Director, Project Spoke, Norton, MA.
25 January, 1979; recollections of the author.
;
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of Curriculum Services for the Department
of Education.

The legislation, upon being enacted into law,
formed the
legal basis for the development of the voluntary
educational

collaborative 53
This initial legislation provided for the creation
of
an agreement between/among school committees approved
by the

Commissioner of Education, the designation of one city, town
or regional school district as the operating agent and
the

provision for the termination of such an agreement.

While

this did provide the legal basis for school districts to

cooperate with one another, it was a very broad and loosely
defined structure that could only operate "model" educational
programs.

This legislation gave no name to the cooperative

agreement, it was merely a "Cooperative Model Agreement for

Education Programs

.

This legislation was amended in 1972

by Chapter 753 of the Acts of 1972.^^

This amendment filed

by the Board of Education further clarified the role of the

operating agent and more clearly established the model agreement as a separate function within the fiscal operation of
the operating agent.
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Interview with John Stefani, 25 January 1979.
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Cooperative Model Agreement for Educational Programs,
Massachusetts General Laws, Chap. 40, Sec. 4E
54 -,.

Ibid.
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Cooperative Model Agreement for Educational Programs,
Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 40, Sec. 4E, amended by
St. 1972, Chapter 753.
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In 1974, the State Board of Education sponsored

legislation which repealed Chapter 753 by amending Chapter
40,

Section 4E of the General Laws.

Chapter 797,

This legislation,

firmly established the cooperative effort

as an entity and gave it a name, a collaborative.

major elements of this legislation were:

The

that school dis—

tricts could voluntarily enter into an agreement to provide
those services and programs needed to supplement or streng-

then the school program, and they need not be model programs;

established an educational collaborative board composed of
a representative of each member school committee,

as well

as the Coordinator of the Department's Regional Office; allowed

the selection of an executive officer and the adoption of
a name, set up an educational collaborative trust fund which

separated the fiscal operation from the operation of any of
the member districts, and provided for a monetary grant to

local school districts which participated in such a colla-

borative program.
Clearly, the Massachusetts Department of Education and
the General Court had made dramatic strides between 1970 and

1974 to create a type of intermediate unit in Massachusetts.
It should be noted that the direction taken by the
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Ibid., amended by St. 1974, Chapter 797.
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legislation remained consistent
with the desire by the
people to retain control of
their schools at the most
local
level.
No legislation was passed
which took the control
of the educational collaborative
from the local school committee. Nor, as will be demonstrated,
did any reports or
studies recommend the desirability
of removing

the Massachu-

setts version of the intermediate
unit from the total control of these local school committees.

Special education services and programs
through cooperc
tive efforts among local school
districts was a provision
of the Massachusetts comprehensive
special education
legislc

tion, commonly known as Chapter 766.

This legislation

included a section that enabled a local
school committee
to enter into an agreement with any other
school committee
to jointly provide special education.^®

This legislation

created a parallel mechanism for school districts
to cooperate with one another prior to the passage of
Chanter
797

of the Acts of 1974.

Further, the regulations governing

Chapter 766 strongly support the use of the voluntary

educational collaborative as a mechanism for the provision
of special education programs and services by recognizing
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Agreements Among School Committees; Agreements with
Public or Private Agencies, Massachusetts General Laws,
Chapter 71, Section 4.
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Ibid
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that any facility operated by the collaborative
should
be treated as if it were located within
the jurisdiction
of each of the school committees which are
members of
such collaboratives

Reports and studies
As cooperative efforts between and among school

^^stricts became established in Massachusetts through the

mechanism provided by legislation and fostered by the
availability of ESEA Title III funds, various study groups
began to look to these cooperative efforts as a new way
for districts to solve some old and some new problems.
In a report on the modernization of school governance

prepared for the Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education in 1972, Paul W. Cook, Jr., recommended that "The Board
of Education and local school committees should cooperatively

seek to introduce appropriate degrees of stability and stra-

tegic direction at all levels, especially by stimulating

voluntary regional associations that would facilitate useful pooling of information among peers and better vertical

communication between the State Board and the district
school or associated committees
59

Massachusetts Regulation for the Implementation of
Chapter 766: The Comprehensive Soecial Education Law (1974),
201.1(b)
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Paul W. Cook, Jr.
Modernizing School Governance for
Educational Equality and Diversity (Boston, MA: Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education [1972]), p. 38
,
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The most comprehensive look at
voluntary cooperative
efforts between/among school committees
in Massachusetts
was the final report of the Governor's
Commission on School
District Organization and Collaboration.®^
Issued
in

1974, this report was the result of a
three-year study

initiated on September 28, 1971, to develop
a comprehensive plan for school district organization
and collaboration.®^
This study contains a broad analysis of the
organization and functions of public education in
Massachusetts.
While many components of this study would be worth
mentioning, this study would be better served by
highlighting those elements most applicable to the development
of the voluntary educational collaborative.

Recommendation Five suggested that the idea of
cooperative efforts between/among school dis—
^^icts are so important that

a

unit should be established

within the regional offices of the State Department of
Education which has as a priority function the establish-

ment of voluntary educational collaboratives ®^
.

A Plan for Advancing Quality and Excellence by the
Organization and Management of Public Education (Boston, MA:
Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education [1974]
62
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Recommendation Seven called for the establishment of
an EDBANK, an educational bank concept that would
provide
a public funding source for the development and
support

of collaboratively organized programs.

This recommenda-

tion came to grips with the problem of financial instability which makes the beginning of voluntary collaborative

efforts so difficult.

Recommendation Ten called for the Department of Education to develop alternative delivery systems for occupational education.
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With significant input from the Massa-

chusetts Advisory Council on Vocational-Technical Education,
this study called for an alternative way to begin delivering occupational services other than through the traditional

vehicle for the creation of alternatives such as the Regional

Occupational Programs in

California.

Recommendation Eleven called for the utilization of
financial resources to aid in the development of alternative methods for occupational programming.

Ibid.

P-

122

Ibid

.

P-

127

Ibid

.

P-

128
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The provision of occupational education was the
focus
of a study published a year earlier by the Center for

Occupational Education, School of Education, University
of Massachusetts. 67

This study examined the ootions

available to a group of small rural districts in the
Berkshire Hills of western Massachusetts.

Of the recom-

mendations made, several dealt with the need for the
cooperative and collaborative efforts among these districts as a vehicle for expanded career and occupational

programming.

The collaborative work experience program

recommended was the foundation for the development of the
Southern Berkshire Educational Collaborative,

a

voluntary

educational collaborative still successfully providing

occupational programming for its member districts.
In the Children's Puzzle,

68

a

study of children's

services in Massachusetts for the Massachusetts General
Court, strong support was given to the role of the volun-

tary educational collaborative as a way to provide services
to handicapped children.

Particular emphasis was given to

the role of the voluntary educational collaborative in

providing education to children being removed from state
Kenneth Ertel, Career Education Potential and Alterna tives in the Southern Berkshire Region: A study of Schools
University of
with Limited Resources (Amherst, MA.
Massachusetts [1973])
:

^^

The Children's Puzzle, A Study of Services to Children
in Massachusetts, by David M. Sheehan, Director (Boston, MA.
Universit'y of Massachusetts [1977])
.

/
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institutions to a community setting.

This study went so

far as to state that educational
collaboratives should
be models for state agencies.®^

As formal cooperative efforts
among/between local
school districts continued to grow,
the Massachusetts Board
of Education, upon recommendation
of the Commissioner of
Education, Gregory Anrig, adopted a
policy statement on

educational collaboratives.
Collaboratives" 7 0

This "Policy on Educational

established a number of state policy

statements relative to issues surrounding
voluntary

educational collaboratives.
One of the most important of these was the
state-

ment that voluntary educational collaboratives
should conform to Massachusetts General Law, Chapter
40, Section 4E,
as amended, by July 1,

1979.

This would create a network

of public intermediate educational units all operating

within the same basic guidelines.

It also clearly empha-

sized the position that the voluntary educational colla-

boratives are extensions of the local school system and
solely responsible to them for their actions and activities.
Further, the Board of Education strongly supported the
^'^Ibid.,

p.

40

"^^Massachusetts Board of Education, Policy on Educational
(Boston: 1977)

Collaboratives

/
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establishment of voluntary educational
collaboratives which
serve more than one purpose for their
member

school districts.

These multi-purpose organizations could
provide

administrative structure designed to meet

a

a

single

variety of

local needs.
The Question of Legal Status

Since the passage of the Chapter 797 in 1974,^^
little has been done legislatively dealing with voluntary

educational collaboratives.

Legislation was passed that

would allow the pre-payment of tuition by local school
districts to the voluntary educational collaborative.^^
In 1978 the General Court passed additional legislation

which removed the Department of Education Regional Office
Director from voting membership on the Collaborative Board
of Directors, authorized a Collaborative Board of Directors
to contract for the services of personnel as well as to pur-

chase materials for supplies and provided for the hiring
of an independent treasurer by the Board of Director s.^^
In 1979, the Massachusetts vocational education statute was

amended to allow regional school districts or cities and
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Educational Collaboratives, Massachusetts General

Laws, Chapter 40, Section 4E

^^Ibid.

,

amended by St. 1975, Chapter 168

^^Ibid.

,

amended by St. 1978

,

Chapter 481

(
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towns which are not members of regional vocational
school
districts to conduct approved vocational education
programs
through educational collaboratives formed under
the pro-

visions of Chapter 40, Section
There are a total of forty-two voluntary educational

collaboratives approved by the Massachusetts Department of
Education.

Of these forty-two, all but seven have as one

of their purposes the provision of services and programs
in

special education.

While this paper does not intend to pro-

^ide research concerning the reasons for the development of
the collaborative, the facts provided certainly suggest the

major impetus for the growth of collaboratives was the

availability of funds provided through the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 for supplementary educa-

tion centers and the recognition of the need for a cooperative effort between local school districts to provide spe-

cial education services and programs by Chapter 766.
It is also clear that while the policy statement of

the Massachusetts Board of Education depicts the voluntary

educational collaborative as an "alternative delivery system
to fill a current and temporary local need,"^^ many of the

current forty-two existing educational collaboratives have

74

Vocational Education, Massachusetts General Laws,
Chapter 74, amended by St. 1979, Chapter 342.
^^Massachusetts Board of Education, Policy on Educational
Collaboratives
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been in existence for more than five years, with
cooperative efforts such as Project Spoke, The Education
Cooperative and Project SEEM dating back to the late sixties.

These certainly do not appear to be temporary entities.

Because the voluntary educational collaborative was
not developed in an organized and systematic manner as

part of a state system for the delivery of defined educational programs and services, but evolved from what appears
to be a number of factors, there exist many questions con-

cerning their legal and programmatic status.

This lack

of clarity of what the voluntary educational collaborative
is and what purpose it serves within the state educa-

tional system is the result of the ambiguity of the

legislation allowing the creation of these units.

This

legislation is general legislation and provides no specific
legal framework in which to place these units.

Consequently,

many of the questions surrounding the educational purposes of the voluntary educational collaborative have

been addressed by the local school districts who compose
the membership of the collaborative.

These questions

were generally addressed in those legal agreements between the individual districts which by policy of the Massa-

chusetts Board of Education required a statement of purpose.
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Ibid., p.
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However, the legal status of the voluntary educational
col laboratives has been an issue which has consistently

plagued the operation of these units.

The legal questions

range from the tax exemption status of the units to the
status of collaborative employees.

Tax exemption has been

attained on an ad~hoc basis by various collaboratives since
no policy statement has ever been issued by the Massachu-

setts Department of Corporations and Taxations on the

status of all voluntary educational collaboratives.

The

United States Department of Internal Revenue has also
issued tax exemption status to individual voluntary edu-

cational collaboratives but has never issued a policy state-

ment relative to the tax exemption status of the voluntary
educational collaborative as

a

governmental unit.

A more vexing question for the collaboratives has
been the status of its employees.

Since the establishment

of the voluntary educational collaborative as an operational

unit with some element of autonomy through the passage of

Chapter 797 of the Acts of 1974, the legal status of collaborative employees as to whether they are public or nonpublic employees remained unanswered.

This problem was

best exemplified by the refusal of the Massachusetts State

Teachers Retirement System to allow teachers employed by
the voluntary educational collaborative to participate
in the state teachers retirement system.

Although

I
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the collaboratives through the Massachusetts Organization
of Educational Collaboratives

regularly sought

(MOEC)

legislative relief, the Massachusetts General Court con-

sistently over five different legislative sessions failed
to deal with the issue.

Finally, at the regular meeting of the Teachers

Retirement Board of December 23, 1980, it was unanimously
voted that a general policy be established to the effect
that persons employed by voluntary educational collabora-

tives as "teachers”

(as that

term is defined by Massachu-

setts General Law Chapter 32, Section 1.) who are certified
for the position in which they are employed, must become

members of the Teachers Retirement System.

77

The reason for this decision at this time after years
of discussion cannot be positively identified.

Probably one

of the factors was the threat of legal action against the

State Teachers Retirement Board by the Board of Directors
of The Educational Cooperative, a voluntary educational

collaborative located in Natick, Massachusetts.
Another factor could well have been a decision by

a

quasi- judicial agency of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

which is charged with authority over another aspect of
employees rights, the right to collectively bargain as
77

Massachusetts State Teachers Retirement Board,
Minutes of the Meeting of the Board December 23, 1980,
Boston, MA.
,
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defined by the Massachusetts collective bargaining
statute.”^®
The Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission
in a decision
issued on October 7, 1980 in affirming the decision
of
its

hearing officer in the matter of Shore Collaborative and
the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers,^^ found
that the

Shore Collaborative was

a

public employer and that its

employees were public employees with the right to collectively bargain.
In addressing this case the Labor Relations Commission

also made several other observations particularly important
in defining the legal status of the voluntary educational

collaborative.

It found that because cooperating municipali-

ties have interacted to offer services to the community

should not defeat the status of the employees as public

employees under the Law.

80

This decision clearly established

the voluntary educational collaborative as a public body.

Further, the Commission held that the participating towns,

through their school committees, must be considered as

a

single employer of the collaborative workers for the purpose
of enforcing collective bargaining responsibilities.

8

By

this position, the Commission recognized the voluntary educa-

tional collaborative as an individual entity formed by a group of
78
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-

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission, Case No.
1980, Boston, MA

2894, October 7,
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°^Ibid., p.
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municipalities and assigned to the voluntary
educational
collaborative certain legal responsibilities. The
review
of legislation and policy conducted ealier
in this chapter
clearly demonstrates the collaborative had no
assisgned
powers or responsibilities.
In its decision, the Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission addressed the issue of the role of the governing board of the voluntary educational collaborative.
its opinion,

In

it held that the member communities, through

^sspective school committees, have a single employer

relationship with collaborative employees and are the
public employers under the law.

Further, the public em-

ployers have designated the governing board of the colla-

borative to act in its interest in dealing with collaboratives employees.®^
The Commission decision discusses the programmatic

role of the voluntary educational collaborative by stating

that denying collective bargaining rights of collaborative
employees, would allow school systems to provide usual
and legally-mandated services while avoiding responsibilities

under the law.
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It is easy to see that based upon all the research

presented thus far in this Chapter, that the decision of
the Massachusetts Labor Relatiors Commission in this
^^Ibid.
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case is the most dramatic legal step
for the voluntary
educational collaborative since the passage
of Chapter 797
of the Acts of 1974 by the Massachusetts
General Court.
For the first time, the amorphous, ill
defined entity
known as the voluntary educational
collaborative is beginning to take shape.

Summary

Understanding the nature of the intermediate education unit, its organization and function is absolutely

fundamental in developing an understanding of the voluntary educational collaborative.
The purpose of this portion of the research was to

demonstrate those conditions and factors which may have
caused these voluntary cooperatives to happen in Massachusetts.

What this research did not attempt to docu-

ment, although several clear allusions have been pro-

vided, was the long history of local control of public

education and the provincialism that pervades most

Massachusetts communities.

It is certainly important

to recognize that in many states, such as Iowa and Texas,

where the modern intermediate education unit is an integral
and systematically developed component of the state system
for the delivery of educational services, these units

replaced county units.

The existence of some type of

intermediate agency has been long accepted.
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In Massachusetts, county government has traditionally

been one of the least important components of the three

tiered government structure in the state and it never has
had any clearly designed function for public education.
This responsibility has historically been the major respon-

sibility of the local school district.

Recognizing these facts, it is easier to understand
why the development of the voluntary educational collaborative has been more of an evolutionary process than a developone.

Further, recent actions noted of state agencies

such as the Massachusetts State Teachers Retirement Board
and the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission certainly

strongly indicate that the evolutionary process is still
occurring.

CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In attempting to conduct a research
study on the deve-

lopment of a new form of public educational
entity, such
as the voluntary educational collaborative
in Massachusetts,
it was important for the researcher to provide
a generalized

framework under which the development could be observed.

Generalized Framework

Certain perspective had to be developed in order to
s

clearer understanding of what happened in Massa-

chusetts and why it may have happened.

It was necessary

to conduct both historical and descriptive research in order
to develop a generalized view of the voluntary educational

collaborative.

To successfully accomplish this, the

researcher focused on four major areas.
An analysis was conducted of the organization

and function of the various types of intermediate

educational units as they exist throughout the United
States.

To do this the researcher made an assumption

that the Massachusetts voluntary educational collaborative, by serving more than one school district, as

well as providing service to the state education
agency, is analogous to other educational units

depicted as intermediate education units.
60

Research was conducted to provide a brief
historical analysis of the efforts as consolidation
and cooperation within public education in
Massachusetts.

Factors that may have contributed to those

efforts are also cited.

Research and documentation of those reports
and studies, legislation, and other legal actions

which chronicle the growth and development of the
educational collaborative as a component
of the public educational system in Massachusetts

was conducted.
The compilation of base line descriptive

data on the management and governance structure of
the voluntary educational collaborative as well as
the major programs and services currently being

provided by these units was developed.
It is the purpose of this chapter to describe the meth-

ods used by the researcher to provide the major elements
of research presented.

Those sources of data used in the

review of literature will be described as well as the methodology utilized to gather the descriptive data developed
for this research.
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Sources of Data
This study is based on four
basic sources of data.

They are;
-An analysis of reports and
studies on the organiration
and function of the intermediate
education unit.
-An analysis of reports, studies
and legislation in
relation to cooperative efforts
in education
in
Massachusetts.
-An analysis of reports and studies
on the development
of the voluntary educational
collaborative.
-A survey instrument developed to
provide descriptive
research.

^alysis

of the repo rts and studies on
the organization and
function of the intermediate education unit

Major sources of data for this portion of
the research
were the ERIC Document Reproductive Service,
reports and
studies of several researchers engaged in research
on contemporary intermediate education units, primarily
E. Robert
Stephens, as well as unpublished materials available
to the

researcher in his position as executive officer of an inter-

mediate education unit and as participant in several national
studies and conferences.

research is presented in

The data gathered through this
a

narrative describing the major

functions of intermediate education units as well as the
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organizational structure of these units in
various states
throughout the country.
It was important in reviewing literature
on intermediate

education units to recognize that the intermediate
unit as it
exists today is generally a very different entity
than the

intermediate units that have existed in many states
since
the beginning of public education.
The traditional

inter-

mediate unit functioned primarily as an administrative unit
between the state education agency and the local school
district.

The role of these units has, in many instances,

changed dramatically over the past twenty years.

While the

modern intermediate education unit still functions between
the state education agency and the local school district,
it currently provides a fairly broad array of services and

programs.

It functions more as a service agency than as an

administrative unit and provides services to both local
school districts and the state education agency.

This is

significant information to be noted, since most of the research on these modern versions of the intermediate education unit has been conducted within the past fifteen years.
It is additionally important to recognize that while

significant research has been conducted on cooperative efforts

between and among local school districts, major research
efforts providing a comprehensive analysis of the intermediate education unit as a vehicle for cooperation has not been

conducted.

/
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Further, the researcher was selective
about the research used in this portion of the study
since it was the
intent of this research to establish a national
framework
from which the experience of one state could
be viewed.

A nalysis of reports, studies and legislation
relating to
cooperative efforts in education in Massachusetts

Given a long history of local autonomy and local control of public education in Massachusetts, there does
not

exist a great deal of literature on cooperative efforts
or intermediate education units in Massachusetts.

Much of

the research conducted in this portion of the study was

conducted through personal contacts and discussions with
persons involved in cooperative efforts, as well as the

personal experience and knowledge of the researcher.

Find-

ing data on cooperative efforts between local school dis-

tricts that occurred in the 1960

's

and 1970

's

was compli-

cated by the fact that much of the mat'erial was unpublished
and much of the unpublished material was destroyed when the

Massachusetts Department of Education moved its central
office.

The research gathered is presented in a narrative

discussion designed to provide a framework from which an

understanding of the formalization of cooperative efforts
through the voluntary educational collaborative can be
developed.
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Discussion of the concept of the public
school
regionalization and the formation of the
supervisory
unions provide a historical perspective on
legislative
to force consolidation and cooperation

Reports

and studies on the development of the
voluntary

educational collaborative
Research on the development of the voluntary educational collaborative centered around those reports
and

studies that seemed to encourage their formation as well
as legislation, reports and other documents related
to

the operation and functions of these units.

information is recorded in

a

This

narrative discussion des-

the organization and status of the voluntary edu-

cational collaborative as a component of the public educational system in Massachusetts.
It is interesting to note that the voluntary educa-

tional collaborative seems to have evolved rather than having

been developed as part of some state-wide master plan for
the delivery of educational services.
As the success of the early efforts of cooperation by

local school districts began to be recognized, various

studies were conducted which called for the formation of

more formalized collaborative efforts in order to provide
more efficient and higher quality educational services.
These studies, the most comprehensive of which is the
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Report of the Governor's Coirmission on School District

Rsorganization end Collaboretion cited extensively in
the previous chapter, generally analyzed the successes of
the limited cooperative efforts that existed up to that

point and viewed these successes as the foundation for the

development of greater educational opportunities within
the public schools.

Legislative action also took place after the initial
successes of cooperative efforts.

Initial legislation

calling for the formalization of cooperative efforts was
not the result of state leadership in this area although sub-

sequent legislation has been submitted and supported by the

Massachusetts Board of Education.
To the best of this researcher's knowledge, there

does not exist any additional research on the voluntary

educational collaborative other than that submitted in
support of this research effort.
Survey Instrument
is
Since one of the major purposes of this research

public educational
to provide base line data on an emerging
research, it was
entity that will allow for more extensive
the development
important that the historical research of
be coupled with
of the voluntary educational collaborative

it
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descriptive data on the current status of the
organization
and functions of the voluntary educational
collaborative.
The researcher decided that information which might
prove

most useful to future researchers would be that which
provides data on the basic governance and management
structures
of the voluntary educational collaborative, as well as
the

detailing of the programs and services provided to their

constituencies
The data collected was obtained by the development and

administration of the questionnaire specifically designed for
this study.
(N-42)

The questionnaire was sent to all the directors

of the voluntary educational collaboratives in

Massachusetts.

The results of the questionnaires were

computerized and analyzed by using the Standardized Program for Social Sciences (S.P.S.S.)

Development of the

Q

A

Questionnaire

The survey questionnaire utilized in the gathering
of descriptive data on the voluntary educational collabora-

tive in Massachusetts was an instrument developed by the

researcher.

ment

was

(Appendix A)

developed by

E.

The basic structure of the instru-

Robert Stephens.

This instrument

Nie, C.H. Hull, J.G. Jenkins, K. Steinbrenner
and D.H. Brent, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
1975)
2nd ed)
(New York McGraw-Hill
,

,
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was developed and administered under a grant
from the
National Institute of Education in 1978.
It was administered in Massachusetts to the six Regional
Education Centers
of the Massachusetts Department of Education
and a sample of
five voluntary educational collaboratives

.

As a participant

in this national comprehensive study of public
educational

service agencies, the researcher had access to and experience

with the instrument used.
The Stephens instrument was composed of three

sections; general information, enrollment data and check
list of programs and services.

The major purpose of the

general information section was to define the type of

agency responding to the survey.

This section was not

utilized in the development of the instrument used in
this research since it is the purpose of this study to

develop data on the type of intermediate agency that
exists in Massachusetts.
In analyzing the section on enrollment data, it was

the decision of the researcher to incorporate information

on enrollment within the more specific framework of an

analysis of enrollment within programs and services offered
by voluntary educational collaboratives.

Based upon per-

sonal knowledge of the researcher, the programs and

services

section was developed to incorporate more

specific data thah requested in the Stephens instrument.
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In adapting the Stephens' questionnaire to the study

of the voluntary educational collaborative, some basic

criteria for sound questionnaire construction was researched.
Each item was developed to measure a specific aspect of the

objective or hypothesis.
In adapting the Stephens', instrument, retaining the

"fixed alternative" 8 5 question format enabled a considerable

degree of complexity to be built into the questionnaire.
Responses were reduced to a form that permitted them
to be counted into quantitative categories and designed
so that the results could be easily computerized.

Prior to field testing of the instrument, the proposed

instrument was distributed at

a

meeting of the Executive

Committee of the Massachusetts Organization of Educational

Collaboratives held on September
chusetts.

5,

1980, in

Concord, Massa-

This afforded the researcher the opportunity to

check each proposed item personally with a group of people

whose backgrounds were similar to those who would compose
the total sample in the study.

This initial input provided

valuable information as to which general categories would
prove to be of most significant benefit to the membership
of the Massachusetts Organization of Educational

®^Claire Sellitz, Lawrence S. Wrightsman, and Stuart
(New
W. Cook, Research Methods in Social Relationships
310
1976)
p.
Winston,
and
Rinehart
Holt,
York,
,
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Collaboratives.

It should be noted that, the general

consensus of opinion supported the decision
of the researcher
to focus on the three areas of history
and planning, manage-

ment and governance, and program.s and services.
A follow-up meeting was scheduled with a
sub-committee
for data collection established by the .Executive
Committee

(Appendix

B)

to discuss the field testing procedures used

in the development of the instrument used in this
study,
as well as the development of other instruments to be
used

h/ MOEC for the purpose of data collection.

Field test for content validity
The instrument was analyzed and field tested prior
to utilization.

This was accomplished by sending the

instrument by mail to five directors of voluntary educational

collaboratives who through prior discussion with the researcher,
had agreed to participate in the analysis and field testing of
the instrument.

Three of the five directors who composed the

field test group composed a special sub-committee for data

gathering selected by the Massachusetts Organization of
Educational Collaboratives.

Additionally, the Director of

the Bureau of School District Reorganization and Collaboration, Massachusetts Department of Education, participated in

the field testing.

A letter was sent with the instriiment

stating the purpose of the field test (Appendix

C)

.

Addi-

tional information was provided through personal contact.
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The purpose of the field test was to determine
those

questions which may have seemed ambiguous and whether pro-

vision should be made for the provision of additional information not provided for in the questionnaire, as well
as any other points that could lead to the improvement

of the instrument.
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Written response was received from two of the six potential respondents, while a personal interview was con-

ducted with three of the potential respondents.

The sixth

was not able to participate in the field testing.

Final

editing of the questionnaire was done to ensure that every

element passed inspection:

the content, form, and sequence

of questions; the spacing arrangement, and appearance of

the material; and the spelling out in detail of procedures
for using the questionnaire.

Follow-up on response accuracy
The accuracy of response to the survey instrument was

determined by the researcher through the use of
interview.

a

follow-up

This interview was conducted by telephone and

in person by the researcher on twenty percent of the res-

pondents.

Questions from the survey instr\ament were randomly

^Walter R. Borg, Educational Research - An Intro David McKay Company, Inc., 1965)
duction, (New York;
®

f
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selected and through interview the responses
on the quesinatched with personal responses.

Population
Since there are only forty-two voluntary
educational

collaboratives and each of them has

a

chief executive

officer called a director, the survey instrument was

administered to the total population of voluntary educational collaboratives.

The instrument was sent by mail

to all forty-two directors of voluntary educational coll^^®J^^tives together with a letter explaining

the purpose

of the survey (Appendix D) and directions for completing
the instrument (Appendix D)

.

A minimum of seventy-five

percent response was assumed by the researcher.

A total

of thirty-three survey instruments were completed.

Data gathering
The survey instrument was sent by mail to the directors
of all forty-two voluntary educational collaboratives, with
a

requested two week deadline for filling it out.

After

three weeks a reminder was sent to all those members of the

sample reminding them to fill out the questionnaire (Appendix

Telephone calls to the remaining non-respondents were made
by the researcher two weeks after the mailing of the reminder.

E).
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A major function of the gathering
of this descriptive
data is to develop cumulative frequency
tabulation and

percentile analysis of information on the
voluntary educational collaborative. This data analysis
will provide

basic

data on the history and planning, management
and governance
and the programs and services of the voluntary
educational

collaborative
This information, coupled with the research reported

through historical research reported in Chapter Two, will

allow the researcher to provide a Status Report on the
^'^I'^^tary

educational collaborative and the development

of conclusions and recommendations.
In order to provide for easy analysis of the data

gathered by the survey instrument,.

the responses were

transferred directly to computer coding sheets developed
by the researcher, computer cards were keypunched and
the data was processed and analyzed by using the Statis-

tical Package for Social Sciences (S.P.S.S.).
The data was analyzed and summarized using cumula-

tive frequency tabulation and percentile analysis.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH
The data developed from this research was
gathered by
using two basic patterns of research; historical
analysis
of documents, reports and studies and legislation
leading

to the development of the voluntary educational
collabora-

tive and a survey questionnaire which gathered base
line
the governance and management and programs and

ssrvices of the voluntary educational collaborative, as

well as to update and expand upon data gathered through

historical research.

The data reported in this chapter

is that which was gathered through the survey questionnaire.

Findings of the Descriptive Study
The results of the descriptive research conducted

through administration of a researcher prepared questionnaire are presented in this chapter.

The data reported

provides information on two of the questions identified
in Chapter I.

This chapter is organized to report the

findings by three general categories:

historical and plan-

ning information, governance and management information, and

information on the programs and services provided by the

voluntary educational collaborative.

The questionnaire

was developed to allow for simple and multiple responses,
74
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where appropriate.

The data is reported in a narrative

discussion using cumulative frequency tabulation
and percentile analysis of responses.
As of September, 198CV there existed forty-two
volun-

tary educational collaboratives in Massachusetts
operating
the general guidelines of the Massachusetts statute.

The research presented in this chapter represents data

gathered on thirty-three of those forty-two organizations
or seventy-nine percent.

Historical and Planning Information
The intent of this portion of the research is to

develop a basic historical information base on the development and growth of the voluntary educational collaborative.
This is accomplished by providing data on the years when

collaboratives were formed, those persons most involved
in the collaboratives'

formation and developments and

information on those program

areas around which collabora-

tives were formed.

Formation
Several questionnaire

items were designed to provide

information on the period in time when the collaborative
was formed, the persons playing a major role in the colla-

boratives formation and planning and those factors which

caused the collaborative to be formed.
sented in Table

This data

1.

f

is pre-

Table

1

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire Items
Focused on Historical and Planning Information
Number and Percent
of Responses
Item

Number

Percent

The collaborative was formed
in the following period;

1966-1968
1968-1973
1973-1976
1976-1979
other

2

1

26
3
1

6.1
3.0
78.8
9.1
3.0

The person (s) who were the
nucleus for the formation of
this collaborative:

superintendents of school
school committee persons
building administrators
state education agency
personnel
parents
special education directors
others

23
6

1
4

1

22
6

69.7
18.2
3.0

12.1
3.0
66.7
18.2

Responsibility for all planning
activities to make the collaborative operational:
superintendents of school
school committee persons
building administrators
state education agency
personnel
parents
special education directors
others

2

72.7
18.2
6.1

3

9.1

24
6

2

24
16

6

.

72.7
30.3

Table

1
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Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Historical and Planning Information
Number and Percent
of Responses
Item

Nximber

Percent

The major program(s) this collaborative was formed to assist
local school districts were;

special education
occupational/career
education
media services
environmental education
general curriculum areas
transportation
other

27

81.8

6

18.2

2

0
1

6

.

0

1

3.1
9.1
3.0

27

81.8

12

36.4
3.0

3

If the number of programs and
services operated by the colla-

borative has grown, please note
program areas:
special education
occupational/career
education
media services
environmental education
general curriculum areas
administrative services
transportation
staff development/inservice
training
other

1
0
1

0

10

3.0
9.1
30.3

8
2

29.2
6.1

4
7

12.1
21.2

1
5

3.0
15.2

3

The essentially new services
offered to member districts by
this collaborative during the
past two years

cooperative purchasing
transportation
media services
staff development

Table

1

-

Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Historical and Planning
Information
Number and Percent
of Responses

Number

Percent

The essentially new services
offered to member districts by
this collaborative during the
past two years; (Con't)

general curriculum
occupational/career
education
special education
early childhood education
staff development/inservice
training
other

1

10
16

15.2
30

.

7

48.5
21.2

9
5

27.3
15.2

24

72.7

The following factors were major
reasons for your collaborative
formation:

implementation of Chapter
766

declining enrollments
cooperation as a vehicle
for expanded educational
programming
reports and studies on cooperative services
cost effectivness of cooperative programming
other

0

0

13

39.4

1

3.0

21

63.6
6.1

2
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The fact that the voluntary
educational collaborative
is a recent development in
public education in Massachusetts is well documented upon review
of the data indicating that seventy-eight percent of
those collaboratives responding were formed between the years
of 1974
and 1976.

This means that minimally, twenty-six
of the forty-two
voluntary educational collaboratives in
existence at the
time of this study are no more than seven
years old, with
only three being formed prior to 1974. A
vast majority of
the collaboratives, seventy-three percent
of the respondents, were formed to provide special education
program-

ming and services in order to meet the mandates of
Massachusetts special education legislation. Chapter 766.

A

major factor in the collaboratives' formation seemed to
be the opportunity for expanded programming through a

cooperative effort, as well as the cost effectiveness of
cooperative programming.
The superintendents of school and directors of special

education played significant roles in the formation of

most voluntary educational collaboratives.

They continued

to exercise major influence in the collaborative's develop-

ment by assuming responsibility to make the collaborative
entity operational.
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Growth
Data was gathered which focused on the growth of the

voluntary educational collaborative.
loped which analyzed program

Information was deve-

areas where growth occurred

and whether growth occurred in new program areas over the
past two years.

This information is reported in Table

1.

An overwhelming eighty-two percent of the respondents

indicated that the number of programs and services offered
by their collaborative had either more than doubled or

grown considerably during the past five years.

Although

the greatest area of growth in programs and services has

occurred in the area of special education,

(82%)

signi-

ficant growth has also been realized in the areas of occu-

pational education, cooperative transportation and staff

development activities.
While the vast majority of voluntary educational

collaboratives were formed to provide special education
programs and services, many collaboratives have expanded
to provide programs and services in a number of different

areas, principally, cooperative transportation, staff

development, occupational education and early childhood
education.
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Governance and Management
The

data reported here centers

around describing

the manner in which a voluntary educational
collaborative
is organized and governed.
Although Massachusetts statute
and Massachusetts Board of Education policy
does not provide
a clearly defined organizational
structure under which the
voluntary educational collaborative should operate,
this

research indicates that some fairly consistent
patterns of
governance and organization has emerged throughout the

voluntary educational collaboratives
The data gathered in this section focuses on the

organization and function of the governing board and the
system of financial management employed by the collaboratives

.

Governance
The survey questionnaire contained a number of ques-

tions which were designed to provide specific data on whether

collaboratives have governing boards, how often they meet,
what function

(s)

do they serve, the composition of their

membership and whether there is any organized advisory
group to the collaborative.
in Table

This data is reported

2.

All voluntary educational collaboratives have a

governing board that meets on a regular basis.

majority meet monthly.

A vast

This governing board is primarily

Table

2

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire Items
Focused on Governance and Management

Number and Percent
of Responses
Items

Number

Percent

Does the collaborative have a
governing board that meets
regularly?
yes
no

33

100

0

0

0
0

0
0

How often does the governing
board meet?

weekly
bi-weekly
monthly
bi-monthly
quarterly
other

30
1
2
1

90.9
3.0
6.1
3.0

Indicate role(s) of the governing board in the collaborative
operation
sets policy
determines wages and
salaries
establishes fees and cost
allocations
develops collaborative
operational plans
other

33

100

27

81.8

23

69.7

14

42.4

2

6

.

The governing board of the collaborative is composed of persons from
which of the following groups:

school committee members
superintendents of school
special education directors
other local school district
administrators
other

8

51.5
57.6
24.2

2
4

12 1

17

19

6.1
•
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Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused and Governance and Management

Number and Percent
of Responses
Number

Percent

Iri^icate which persons serve
in an organized advisory capa-

city and meet on a regular
basis

superintendents of school
special education directors
building principals
guidance counselors
parents
teachers
state education personnel
others

6

18.2

29

87

.

2

6

.

3
6
4
6
3

9.1
18.1
12.1
18.2
9.1

Does this collaborative have its
own independent trust fund as described in the collaborative legislation?
yes
no

26
5

78.8
15.5

9

27.3

7

21.2
42.4
6.1

Which of the following best describes the treasurer of the
collaborative?
independent treasurer employed by collaborative
regional school district
treasurer
local town treasurer
other

14
2

Does this collaborative have an
administrative position which has
sole responsibility for the business management of the collaborative?

yes
no

13

19

39.4
57.6

84

Table
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Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Governance and Management

Number and Percent
of Responses

Number

Percent

15
17

45.5
51.5

13

39.4
3.0

Does this collaborative have a
complete financial audit on a
regular basis?

yes
no

often is this audit conducted?

annually
every two years
every three years
other

1
0

1

0

3.0

/
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composed of school committee members and superintendents
of schools, while special education directors do
partici-

pate in the governance of eight of the responding collaboratives.

In all cases the governing board sets policy and in

a majority of the cases,

blishes fees for service.

sets wages and salaries and esta-

Most collaboratives have or-

ganized advisory committees comprised of the directors of
special education and some have advisory committees com-

posed of superintendents of school, parents, guidance
counselors, teachers and state education agency personnel.

Financial management
Research reported provides basic information on the
financial management of the voluntary educational colla-

borative by determining whether an independent trust fund
exists, develops a description of the type of person who

serves as treasurer, determines if there is administrative

responsibility for business management and whether
plete financial audit is done and how often.

reported in Table

a com-

This data is

2.

Although Massachusetts statute mandates the establishment of an independent trust fund by the voluntary educational collaborative, five of the respondents did not have

such a trust fund.

Statute also allows the voluntary

educational collaborative to employ its own independent
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treasurer, although only twenty-seven
percent of the nine
respondents availed themselves of
this, while almost sixtyfour percent or twenty-one of the
respondents utilized an
existing town or regional school
district treasurer. Thirteen of the thirty-three collaboratives
responding to this
survey indicated that they had an
administrative position
having sole responsibility for the
business management of
the collaborative and fifteen indicated
that they had a
regular complete financial audit of the
collaborative's
records, with thirteen of the fifteen being
audited on
an annual basis.

Programs and Services
There exists within the voluntary educational colla-

boratives in Massachusetts basically two different operational types of units.

They are the single-purpose volun-

tary educational collaborative and the multi-purpose colla-

borative.

The single-purpose collaborative operates within

one area of education; i.e., special education, while the

multi-purpose operates in more than one general area of education.

In reporting the programs and services operated by

the voluntary educational collaboratives, it is important to

recognize that these distinctions exist, particularly when
taken in the context of the various national models for inter-

mediate units presented in Chapter Two.
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The data reported in this section is
designed to
provide information on the programs offered
by the voluntary educational collaboratives numbers
of students served, types of services offered and the
cooperative efforts
undertaken by collaboratives and other agencies.
,

Types of programs and services offered

A major purpose served by the voluntary educational
collaborative in Massachusetts is the provision of
instructional program to students.

a

direct

The program areas in

which collaboratives operate, as well as the manner in
which the service is administered is described.

The data

is reported in Table 3.

Most collaboratives (eighty-one percent) are organized
to provide direct instructional services to students as a

quasi-independent structure operating and administering its
own instructional programs.

The remainder are organized

to either administer instructional services provided by the

local school district or to provide instructional services

administered by the local school district.
Fifty-seven percent of the respondents indicated that
they were single purpose voluntary educational collaboratives

operating in only one general area of education and of that
fifty-seven percent, eighty-nine percent reported that their
purpose was to provide special education programs and
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Table

3

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Programs and Services
Number and Percent
of Responses

Number

Percent

Is this voluntary educational
collaborative single-purpose or
multi-purpose?

single-purpose
multi-purpose

19
14

57.6
42.4

17

51.5

If the collaborative is singlepurpose, please check that
specific purpose:

special education
vocational/occupational
media
other

0
1

0

1

3.0
3.0

14
11

42.4
33.3

If the collaborative is multipurpose, please check those areas
in which the collaborative operates:

special education
vocational/occupational
adult education
bi-lingual
gif ted- talented
migrant education
youth employment
cooperative purchasing
environmental education
media services
other

0

0
4

0

1
5

1
1
4

0
0

12.1
0

3.0
15.2
3.0
3.0
12.1
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Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Programs and Services

Number and Percent
of Responses

Number

Percent

If special education is provided, please check the type(s)
of services provided:

instructional services
media services
staff development
planning services
research and development
specialists services; i.e.,O.T.
P.T.

evaluation services
transportation services
other

31

93

.

2

6

.

17
14

51.5

5

15.5

24
19
13

72.7

42

57

.

.

6

39.4
18.2

27

81.8

3

9.1

3

9.1

Indicate the manner in which direct
instructional services are provided:

administrative responsibility and instructional
service by the collaborative
administrative responsibility by the collaborative
instructional services provided by local school district
administrative responsibility
by local school district and
instructional services provided by the collaborative
Of the handicapped students serviced,
what percentage are receiving vocational or prevocational training as
part of their curriculum?

none
25% or less
50% or less
75% or less
100% or less

0

13
10
4

5

0

39.4
30.3
12.1
15.2

I

Table
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Continued

Results of the Responses to
Questionnaire
Focused on Programs and Services Items
Number and Percent
of Responses
Number

Percent

If vocational/occupational education is provided, please check the
type(s) of service provided:

instructional services
media services
staff development
planning services
research and development
specialist services (i.e..
vocational assessment)
evaluation services
transportation services
other

24

72

1
5

3

8

1
6

15
24

.

0
.

.

3.0

6

18
24
18

4

12.1

10

30.3

5
3

15.2
9.1
21.2
9.1
9.1
15.2
3.0
12.1
6.1
42.4
39.4
15.2
33.3
15.2

8

.

.
.

If instructional services are
provided in vocational/
occupational education, please
indicate in which areas:

health
agri-business and natural
resources
public service
business and office
environment
communication and media
hospitality and recreation
marine science
personal service
fine arts and humanities
consumer and home-making
construction
marketing and distribution
manufacturing
transportation

7

3
3

5
1
4

2

14
13
5

11
5
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Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Programs and Services

Number and Percent
of Responses

Number

Percent

Please indicate whether direct
instructional services are provided in the following areas:
career education
youth employment
vocational guidance informatron services
adult education
bi-lingual education
gifted and talented
energy education
environmental education
nutrition education
other

18
12

54

18

54.5

.

36-4

2

6

.

1
2
0
2
7
1

3

.

6.1
0
6

.

21.2
3.0

Please indicate whether support
services are provided in the following
areas
career education
youth employment
vocational guidance information services
adult education
bi-lingual education
gifted and talented
energy education
environmental education
nutrition education
other

13
10

39.4
30.3

12

36.4
6.1

2
0
2
1
0
5
3

0

6.1
3.0
0

15.2
9.1

Indicate management services
currently being provided:

media/library
data processing
pupil personnel
transportation scheduling
federal programs coord.
planning services
staff development
other

3
3
4

11
14
10
10
3

9.1
9.1
12.1
33.3
42.4
30.3
30.3
9.1
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services.

The remainder of the collaboratives responding

indicated that they were multi-purpose, but all of
the multipurpose collaboratives offered special education
programs
and services.

Therefore, all but six percent of the thirty-

three respondents offer special education programs and services.

Seventy-eight percent of the multi-purpose collabor-

^hives operate vocational/occupational education programs
and services and provide services in programs in areas ran-

ging from cooperative purchasing to programs for the gifted
and talented.
In the collaboratives providing special education, all

but six percent provide direct instructional services to
students, while a majority also provide special education

services in staff development, specialist services (i.e.,

occupational therapy, physical therapy) and evaluation
services

Only three percent of the voluntary educational colla-

boratives do not provide either vocational or pre-vocational

training to handicapped students as

a

regular part of their

curriculum, although sixty-nine percent of the collaboratives provide this service to less than fifty percent of the

students served.

Most of the vocational services provided

by the voluntary educational collaboratives are direct in-

structional services although some do provide other services
such as staff development, planning, vocational assessment,

evaluation and transportation services.

\
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Fifty-four percent of the voluntary educational
collaboratives provide vocational education to
either handicapped,
non-handicapped students or both. These services
are pro-

vided in all fifteen occupational clusters, as
defined by
the U.S. Department of Education, although a
majority of
the services are provided in the areas of
consumer-homemaking,

construction and health.
Instructional services are additionally provided by

voluntary educational collaboratives in career education,
yo^hh employment, vocational guidance, adult education,
education, gifted and talented education, en—

vironmental and nutrition education.

Support services to

local school district programs are offered through some
of the voluntary educational collaboratives in all of the

above areas in addition to energy education.

The provision of management services, a major role
of intermediate education units in many other states, is

not a significant part of the services provided by many of
the voluntary educational collaboratives in Massachusetts.

A few collaboratives do provide services in media, data
processing, pupil personnel record keeping, planning and
staff development while many, although not a majority,

provide assistance in transportation, scheduling and
federal program coordination.
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Numbers of students served
As discussed in Chapter III, the
researcher designed
the survey questionnaire with some
preconceived concepts
based on personal experience. One of
the most fundamental
of those concepts was that programs for
students provided

through direct instructional service were
primarily in the
areas of special education and vocational
education.
Therefore, the numbers of students served reported
in this

section are only those who receive direct instructional
service in special education and vocational education.
The data contained in this section is reported
by

program area and handicapping condition.
tion is presented in Table

This informa-

4.

Although Massachusetts special education regulations
do not allow for the labeling of handicapped students, it

was essential in order to get reasonably useful figures on

numbers of special education students served that the questions request information by primary handicapping condition.
The numbers reported in this section are reported by the

child's primary handicapping condition, thereby hopefully

providing a more accurate description of the number and
type of students being served through the voluntary educa-

tional collaborative.

Voluntary educational collaboratives currently serve
in excess of between 1,923 and 3,225 children whose primary
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Table

4

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Focused on Number of Students Served Items
Number and Percent
of Responses
Number

Percent

Direct instructional services
and/or administration of special
education by the collaborative on
a full or part-time basis by
primary handicapping condition;
Mental Retardation

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
between 150 and 300
more than 300

6
6
6

4

1
0
5

1

18.2
18.2
18.2
12.1
3.0
0

15.2
3.0

Einotionally Disturbed

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

16

2

48.5
12.1
12.1
6.1

0
2

6.1

0

0

4
4

0

Physically non-ambulatory
between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

18
1

1

54.5
3.0
3.0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
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Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire Items
Focused on Number of Students Served
Number and Percent
of Responses
Items

Number

Percent

Orthopedically Impaired
between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

14
1
1
0
0
0
0

42.4
3.0
3.0
0
0
0
0

Severe Speech/Language

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

15
5

1
2

45.5
15.2
3.0
6.1

0
0

0
0

1

3.0

14

42.4
15.2

Learning Disabled
between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

5
0

0

1
1
1
0

3.0
3.0
3.0

4

12.1

0

Hospital- Bound

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

0
0

0
0

1
1
0
0

3.0
3.0
0
0
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Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Number of Students Served
Number and Percent
of Responses
Items

Number

Percent

Home-Bound
between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

4

12.1

0

0

1
0

3.0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Visually Handicapped
between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

12
1
0
0
0
0
0

36.4
3.0
0
0
0
0
0

Hearing Impaired

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

10
1
1
0
0

0
0

30.3
3.0
3.0
0
0
0
0

Table
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Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Number of Students Served

Number and Percent
of Responses
Number

Percent

If direct instructional services
are provided in vocational/
occupational education for both
handicapped and non-handicapped
students, indicate how many students are receiving these instructions.
Do not include
programs designed exclusively
for the handicapped.

between 1 and 25
between 25 and 50
between 51 and 100
between 101 and 150
between 151 and 200
more than 200

8
3
4

24

1

3

.

1
1

3

.

.

9.1
12.1

3.0
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handicapping condition is mental
retardation. These direct
instructional services are provided by
twenty-nine of the
thirty-three respondents with student
populations ranging
from one to over three hundred.
Students whose primary handicapping
condition is being
emotionally disturbed are being provided
direct instructional
services by twenty-eight of the thirty-three
respondents.
There currently are between 728 and 1,428
students with this
handicapping condition being served.

Physically non-ambulatory students compose

a

potential

student population for voluntary educational
collaboratives
of between 95 and 575 students.

A majority of the respondents do not have a student
population whose primary handicapping condition is being

orthopedically impaired, although sixteen of the voluntary
educational collaboratives do provide direct instructional
services to between 91 and 475 children with this condition.

Direct instructional services for students whose pri-

mary handicapping condition is severe speech and language
impairment

are being provided by twenty-four of the volun-

tary educational collaboratives responding.

This would indi-

cate that between 498 and 1050 students are being served.

While it is generally felt that most students

with learning disabilities are being served at the
local

school district level,

twenty-two of the
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voluntary educational collaboratives
are providing direct
instructional services to children
with this as a primary
disability.
A population of between 477
and 975 students
is
being served.
Hospital bound, home bound, visually and
hearing impaired students comprise a potential
population of between
361 and 1,229 students being served
by thirteen voluntary

educational collaboratives.
There are currently between 642 and 1300
students receiving vocational education programming through
the mechanism
of the voluntary educational collaborative.

Cooperative programming with other agencies
Since one of the major programmatic advantages provided
to local school districts through participation in a colla-

borative was thought to be its

flexibility in accessing

4.esources and cooperative programming with other agencies,

several questions focused on this issue.

The question focused

on whether cooperative efforts exist, what types of services

are provided, how many students are served and with which

agencies are these efforts being conducted.

presented in Table

The data is

5.

More than half of the respondents,

(fifty-one percent)

indicated that their collaboratives provided service through
grants or contracts to the state education agency.

The vast
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Table

5
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Continued

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire Items
Focused on Services and Programs with Other Agencies
Numbers and Percent
of Responses
Items

Numbers

Percent

Does this collaborative provide
jointly operated services or
programs in cooperation with
agencies other than local school
districts?
yes
no

12
19

36.4
57.6

If jointly operated programs or
services are provided please indicate
with which agencies.
,

Department of Education
Department of Mental Health
Division of Youth Services
Department of Social Services
United Way
Cerebral Palsy Foundation
CETA
institutions of higher ed.
regional vocational schools
other

6
6

1
1
0
1
3

1
2

1

18.2
18.2
3.0
3.0
0

3.0
9.1
3.0
6.1
3.0

If jointly operated programs
exist with agencies other than
local school districts or the
state education agency, please
indicate the nature of service
provided

instructional services
media services
staff development
recreation services
specialist services
evaluation services
transportation services
other

24.2
0

6.1
0

6.1
3.0
0

9.1

Table

5

Results of the Responses to Questionnaire
Items
Focused on Services and Programs with
Other Agencies
Number and Percent
of Responses
Items

Number

Percent

Does your collaborative provide
services through grants or contracts for the state education
agency?
17
15

51.5
45.5

15

45.5
15.2

Indicate what types of services
are currently being provided
for the state education agency.

direct instructional services
staff development
support and consultative
services
transportation services
administrative services
other
Does this collaborative
services or programs to
other than local school
or the state education

5

1

9.1
6.1
6.1
3.1

15
17

45.5
51.5

8

24.2
3.0
3.0

3

2

2

provide
agencies
districts
agency?

yes
no

Other agencies being provided
services or programs by this collaborative
.

Department of Mental Health
Division of Youth Services
Department of Social Services
United Way
Cerebral Palsy Foundation
CETA
institution of higher ed.
regional voc. schools
other

1
1
0
1
3

1
3
3

0

3.0
9.1
3.0
9.1
9.1
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majority of those providing service provide direct
instructional services to students who are the legal
responsibility
of the state, not a single local school district.

Between

662 and 1,050 of these students are receiving
instructional

ssrvices through the collaborative.

Additionally, colla—

boratives provide staff development, consultation and supservices, transportation and administrative services
to the state education agency.

Forty-five percent of the voluntary educational collaboratives provide some service to agencies other than local
school districts or the state education agency.

Most of

these services are provided to the state department of Mental

Health and CETA (Comprehensive Employment and Training Act)

Thirty-six percent of the respondents participate in
joint program efforts operated in cooperation with another
agency, usually the state education agency or the state mental

health agency.

Most voluntary educational collaboratives who

participate in jointly operated programs provide direct instructional services.

I

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
In attempting to develop an understanding of a new

form of public entity providing service within the public

structure of any given state, it was felt to be extremely
important that basic data gathered allow for the experience to be viewed in the broadest possible context.

To

do this, this study has attempted to provide a national

framework from which to view the development of the voluntary educational collaborative in Massachusetts, an his-

torical analysis of the legislation, reports and studies
that may have been factors leading to the development of
the voluntary educational collaborative, as well as to

develop some basic data on the history, organization and
functions of the voluntary educational collaborative.
The conclusions, discussion and recommendations pro-

vided in this chapter reflect an analysis of the descriptive data gathered by the questionnaire and reported in
the previous chapter within the context of the total study.

Conclusions and Discussion
Local school systems are on the threshold of major

decisions relative to maintaining the many services and
programs needed to educate

complex society.

a

child to survive in today's

The decision facing many districts is
104
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whether to find

a

more cost effective way to provide a

program or service or to not provide it at all.

Voluntary

educational collaboratives have emerged as a potential
means for reducing the costs of education without sacrificing quality.

Educational collaboratives enable local school districts
to create a legal mechanism to cooperatively provide services

and programs.

These collaboratives are an extension of the

local districts, totally under the control of local school

committees.

This is significant in Massachusetts where local

autonomy is still a treasured heritage.
The research provided in this study clearly demonstrates

that the development of the voluntary educational collaborative was less the result of systematic state planning than
the evolution of a concept based upon independent pilot

efforts of some individual school districts.

The leadership

for these efforts was provided by an independent private

educational agency, NESDEC, and initial funding was provided
through federal grants.

The incorporation of these concepts

into various state reports and studies and most importantly,
in the regulations for Massachusetts comprehensive special

education legislation Chapter 766, provided the philosophical foundation for the development of these new public edu-

cational entities.
It's interesting to note that the development of an

innovative concept for the delivery of educational services
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and programs does not appear to have provided sufficient

impetus for school districts to alter traditional models
of service delivery.

The programmatic and fiscal realities

caused by Chapter 766 are clearly the factors that forced
local school districts to change.
It's important for education in Massachusetts to

look at that model of cooperation in order to maintain

quality education in an era of diminished resources.
Historical and Planning Data

Although efforts were made to effect formalized local
school district cooperative efforts as far back as 1966, the
fact that almost eighty-five percent of the voluntary educa-

tional collaboratives were formed after 1974 gives an indi-

cation of the success of initial efforts.

Funding for supplementary education centers seemed
to provide an impetus for the development of intermediate

education units in other states, notably Iowa and Texas,
but it had a minimal impact on the formation of the voluntary educational collaborative in Massachusetts.

With the passage of Title III of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965, funds became available to
local school districts to develop cooperative supplementary

education centers.

Several of these cooperative efforts
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were developed in Massachusetts under the leadership
of
the New England School Development Education Council

(NESDEC)

Although this incentive funding was available as early
as
1966 and permissive legislation was enacted by the Massa-

chusetts General Courts in 1970, it wasn't until after 1974
that a major commitment to formalized cooperative efforts
was made by local school districts through the formation
of the voluntary educational collaborative.

The data

gathered through this study revealed that only three of
the thirty-three respondents indicated that their organ-

ization was formed prior to 1974.

It should be noted

that several private non-profit agencies that function
as cooperatives for public schools were funded prior to
1974.

Most notable of these are the Merrimac Education

Center located in Chelmsford, Massachusetts and the Educational Collaborative of Greater Boston located in Brookline,

Massachusetts.

While many cooperative projects begun with

this funding did not survive

the cessation of funds, the

notion of school districts cooperating with one another to
provide expanded educational services and programs had

clearly been introduced to Massachusetts.
The studies and reports conducted in Massachu-

setts and cited previously in this study which detailed
the advantages of cooperative efforts between and among

local school districts did not have any major impact
on the development of many individual voluntary
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educational collaboratives

.

What these reports and studies

did seem to provide is a research base upon which
to develop the rationale for cooperative efforts.

They also,

through participation of elected state and local school

district officials in some of the studies, began building
support for cooperation at both the state and local level.

What clearly emerged as the most significant factor in
the development of the voluntary educational collaborative
in Massachusetts was the passage and implementation of com-

prehensive special education legislation. Chapter 766.

Approximately seventy-three percent of the respondents
listed the implement at ion of Chapter 766 as
tor for their collaborative’s formation.

a

primary fac-

Almost eighty-two

percent cited special education programming as one of the

major program areas in which their collaborative was
designed to provide service.

It should be noted that sev-

eral volunatary educational collaboratives were formed to

provide service in areas as diverse as occupational education, media and environmental education, but the evidence

clearly indicated that the major reason for the formation
of a vast majority of voluntary educational collaboratives
in Massachusetts is to meet the mandates called for in

special education legislation.

An analysis of the growth

of collaborative programming efforts provides documentation
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that the major purpose served by the voluntary
educational
collaborative is to provide special education
programming
and service.

With over eighty-four percent of the respon-

dents indicating some level of growth over the
past five
years, eighty-one percent of the growth has been
in the

area of special education.
^t is important to note that over the past two years

to local school districts are being provided in
a

number of areas other than special education.

That many

collaboratives are beginning to provide services in areas
such as occupational/career education, early childhood education, cooperative transportation and purchasing and staff

development among others is

a

strong indication that the

value of cooperative programming effort is being recognized
and expanded upon.

Collaboratives are clearly educational entities that
are the result of local initiative.

This is best exemplified

by the important role played by the superintendent of school
in the formation and planning of the voluntary educational

collaborative.

As the educational leader of the local

school district, it is crucial to have the active support
of the superintendent in any type cooperative effort.

It

seems logical that this position responsible for the delivery
of ail types of services to the local school district

no
the director of special education responsible for a

specialized service should emerge as leaders in the develop-

ment of a different mechanism for the delivery of that
service.

it is also clear from the data gathered that

the state education agency played a minimal role in the

organization and planning of most voluntary educational
collaboratives
Governance and Management
All voluntary educational collaboratives have
ing board that meets regularly.

a

govern-

In over ninety percent of

the collaboratives those meetings are on a monthly basis.
In all cases the collaborative board sets policy and in a

vast majority establishes wages and salaries and sets fees
for collaborative services.

Governance of the collaborative in terms of the com-

position of membership on the collaborative board and the
role and functions of the board clearly pattern local school

committees.

The governing boards of the voluntary educa-

tional collaboratives are primarily composed of school com-

mittee persons and superintendents of school.

Massachusetts Board of Education policy strongly recommends that the collaborative governing board be composed of
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local school district school committee persons,
but only

fifty-one percent of the respondents indicated that
school
committee persons served on their governing board. Original collaborative legislation provided a vehicle for
state education agency input to the collaborative gover-

nance structure by giving the director of the regional

office of the state education agency
on the governing board.

a

voting membership

Amending legislation eliminated

this formalized state education agency role.

The state

education agency regional director still sits ex-officio
on collaborative governing boards with no voting power.
It can only be concluded that local districts feel that

they will govern their collaboratives with those persons
that most seem appropriate regardless of state Board of

Education policy.

This provides further indication of

the local nature of the collaborative movement.

The fact that superintendents of school serve in a

governance role in almost fifty-eight percent of the
responses and directors of special education serve in an

organized advisory capacity in almost eighty-eight percent of the cases is clear evidence of the continuing

leadership role being provided voluntary educational

collaboratives through these two positions.
One of the major problems of operating voluntary

educational collaboratives was that the business of the

i
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collaborative had to be operated together with
that of one
of the member school districts as provided
for in

the ori-

ginal legislation.

As voluntary educational collaboratives

grew, financial management became an increasing
burden,

especially on a town or regional school district treasurer
who could not, by law, be compensated for the work.
Bur-

dening one school district

with some portion of the busi-

ness operation of other districts did not seem to embody the

spirit of cooperation.

Passage of amending legislation, cited previously, man-

dating the creation of an independent trust fund and allowing for the hiring of an independent treasurer seemed to

establish the collaborative as an entity apart from any single member school district.

Most collaboratives have

a

separate and distinct fin-

ancial operation from its member districts.

Seventy-eight

respondents indicated their collaborative operated with an
independent trust fund.

A majority indicated that the

treasurer of the collaborative was either a local town
treasurer or regional school district treasurer.

Although

voluntary educational collaboratives must operate with
independent trust funds and are able to employ an independent treasurer, there continues to exist a consistently
high degree of reliance upon and accountability to the
local school districts through utilization of a treasurer
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tied to either the town or regional school
district.
It must be further noted that even though
law man-

dates the operation of an independent trust fund,
some
voluntary educational collaboratives still operate

as a

part of a single district.

There does not exist any mechanism of accountability
on expenditures of public funds for the voluntary
educa-

tional collaborative in Massachusetts, aside from the nor-

mal audit procedures of federal and state funds conducted
by the Massachusetts Department of Education.

There is

not a mandate for a complete financial audit of all vol-

untary educational collaborative by the state and the
state education agency requires no submission of financial

data by voluntary educational collaboratives.
The importance of sound financial management and account-

ability for expenditures of public funds has not been re-

cognized by the voluntary educational collaboratives.

majority of the collaboratives do not employ

a

A

person whose

major responsibility is the business management of the
collaborative.

Although, it may be that in many cases the

financial operation of the collaborative is too small to

necessitate

a

full-time position and the executive offi-

cer of the collaborative also serves as business manager.

Further, a majority of the voluntary educational coll-

aboratives do not have

a

complete financial audit of their

/
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records on a regular basis.

The audits conducted by state

and federal officials of grants and
contracts are only conducted on those grants and contracts and they
are in many
instances audited in isolation of other grants
and contracts.

A total picture of the collaborative's financial

operation cannot be developed unless the collaborative

undertakes a total financial audit at its own expense.
Programs and Services
In its policy on voluntary educational collaboratives

the Massachusetts Board of Education strongly recommends

that collaboratives serve their member school districts in

more than one program area.

it was the position of

this Board that being multi-purpose would better serve
the cooperative needs of the member districts.

The fact

that a majority of the voluntary educational collaboratives
are single purpose, serving only one program area

and that

in a vast majority of cases, this single purpose is special

education, provides further evidence of the degree of local

control of the voluntary educational collaboratives.

It

also provides some evidence that while the state education

agency has provided some input into the
ture

,

collaborative struc-

the leadership and control of the voluntary educational

collaborative has remained at the local level.
As stated in Chapter III, the development of the re-

search instrument was accomplished through the adaptation

/
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Of a nationally validated instrument as well
as the personal

knowledge and experiences of the researcher.

Recognizing

that a major program area served by voluntary
educational
collaboratives in Massachusetts was the provision of special

education services and programs, the instrument was designed
to gather more specific

information on special education

programming than on other areas of programming conducted
by collaboratives.

The data achieved through this study

supported and substantiated this hypothesis.

Approximately ninety percent of the voluntary educational collaboratives offer special education programs and
services.

Further, eighty percent of the single purpose

collaboratives provide special education.

This data is con-

sistent with research discussed earlier in this chapter on
the reasons for the formation of voluntary educational
col laboratives

Numbers of handicapped served
The voluntary educational collaborative is a major

delivery system for handicapped services and programs to
the public school districts of Massachusetts,

The re-

search developed through the survey instrument provides

evidence that a significant percentage of the handicapped
students in Massachusetts receive all or part of their

educational programming through a collaborative.

/
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The nationally accepted figure for identifying

the potential handicapped population of any school disis twelve percent.

Since the Massachusetts public

school population for the 1979-1980 school year was approx-

imately 965,000 students, therefore approximately 116,000
of those students could be categorized as handicapped.

The data gathered in this research documents that voluntary

educational collaboratives serve minimally between 4,143
and 8,957 handicapped students.

A total sample response

might provide additional numbers.

Therefore, voluntary

educational collaboratives serve between three and one-half
to almost eight percent of all the handicapped students

served by the public schools of Massachusetts.

This becomes

increasingly significant when coupled with the recognition
that the voluntary educational collaborative has traditionally

been thought to serve only the most difficult to serve, low
incident handicapped population.

These figures take on

added importance when it is recognized that most of the
large urban school districts with large school populations
are not members of voluntary educational collaboratives.

These numbers would undoubtedly significantly raise the

percentage of students served for those school districts
who do belong to a collaborative.

1
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Provision of vocational education
The provision of vocational and prevocational
services
IS a program area in which the voluntary
educational collabor-

ative provides significant service to its member
districts.

Recognizing that the vast majority of the voluntary
educational
collaboratives are primarily involved in the provision
of spe-

cial education, the fact that ninety percent provide
vocational

and/or prevocational programming strongly suggests that
the

collaboratives are serving a major role in the provision of
vocational services to handicapped students within Massachusetts.

Although no attempt was made to distinguish between

handicapped and non-handicapped students receiving direct
instructional services in vocational education, the fact that
the voluntary educational collaboratives serve students in al-

most every one of the vocational clusters is further evidence
of this unitfe importance in the delivery of vocational services

and the potential diversity of students that may be served

through the collaborative mechanism.
Further, the fact that the voluntary educational colla-

boratives are significantly involved in the components of the

delivery of vocational education services, principally planning and evaluation, underlines the important role of the

collaborative in vocational education in Massachusetts.

Diversity of programs and services
The diversity of services and programs offered by the

voluntary educational collaborative is demonstrated by the
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fact that direct instructional services are
being provided

through voluntary educational collaboratives in the
following areas; career education, youth employment,
vocational

guidance information services, adult education, bi-lingual
education, education of the gifted and talented, environ-

mental education and nutrition education.

Collaboratives

^^^itionally provide consultative and support services to
member districts in many of these same areas.
The provision of management services to member school

districts is not a major function of the voluntary educational collaboratives in Massachusetts, although it is a

major purpose of intermediate education units in many states.
The coordination of media resources is one of the major func-

tions of the intermediate units of states such as Iowa and
Texas.

Only three collaboratives in Massachusetts indicated

they provide

that service.

In Texas and Michigan, data

processing is to a great extent the responsibility of the
intermediate unit.

In Massachusetts, this service

vided by only three collaboratives.

is pro-

The only areas where

the voluntary educational collaborative provides any signi-

ficant management service are in those areas where coordin-

ation of services across school district lines is almost

unavoidable.

These are in transportation scheduling, federal

programs coordination and planning services.
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Provision of services to other agencies
One of the important functions that

a

voluntary edu-

cational collaborative can serve to its members districts
is to provide service for and in cooperation with other

agencies.

By virtue of pooling the collective resources

and needs of its member districts, the collaborative can

articulate and negotiate for

a

variety of services that

would utilize non-traditional resources to supplement
and complement educational services.
The voluntary educational collaborative is a major

provider of direct instructional services to handicapped
students for the Massachusetts Department of Education.
Over fifty-one percent of the respondents indicated that

services were being provided through grants and/or contracts.

Of that number forty-five percent indicated their

major service provision was of direct instructional services to handicapped students whose education is the legal

responsibility of the Massachusetts Department of Education,
Bureau of Institutional Schools.
Because of the process of de-institutionalization
as mandated through the federal courts and the shifting

of educational responsibility for students whose pri-

mary residence is a state operated institution, the numres
ber of students for whom that state is educationally

incepponsible has undoubtedly declined markedly since the

education
tion of the Massachusetts comprehensive special
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legislation.

Yet, in the 1980-1981 school year, the

voluntary educational collaboratives still served
between
662 and 1050 students in this category.

The collaboratives also provide significant other

services to the state education agency such as staff

development and support and consultation services.
The Massachusetts Department of Education is not the

only agency receiving services from the voluntary educational collaborative.

Forty-five percent of the respon-

dents indicated that services were additionally provided
to a number of other agencies, with the greatest percent
of these services going to the Massachusetts Department of

Mental Health.

Collaboratives have also demonstrated an ability to
utilize resources not traditionally available to public
school districts in Massachusetts to provide services.

Thirty-six percent of the respondents indicated that they
jointly operate programs with a number of non-educational

agencies including the Massachusetts Department of Mental
Health, the Massachusetts Division of Youth Services, the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) and
institutions of higher education.

These relationships

are usually developed so that the collaborative offers
the educational portion of service and the other agency

offers other types of service.

For excimpie, a voluntary
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educational collaborative might offer a day educational
to a handicapped student and the Department of

Mental Health would provide after- school recreational or

therapeutic programming or CETA and the collaborative

would develop a work experience training program for an
eligible secondary school student

that would enable the

student to remain involved in the educational process at
his

high school.

Recommendations
The concept of local control of the public schools is
a

tradition deeply ingrained in the operation of public

education in Massachusetts. The evolution and development
of the voluntary educational collaborative as a vehicle for

providing programs and services through a cooperative
model has clearly demonstrated that many local public school

districts are willing to participate in alternatives to the

traditional model for educational service delivery.

The

recommendations contained in this portion of the study were

developed from data gathered from both the historical analysis reported in Chapter Two and the findings generated from
the survey instrument reported in Chapter Four

.

The recom-

mendations are divided into two sections; recommendations
that require actions and recommendations for future research.
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Recommendations for Action
The legislation which allows for the
creation of the

voluntary educational collaborative is very
general in nature,
As demonstrated by the ambiguity surrounding
the legal
status

of collaborative employees reported in Chapter
Two, this

legislation does not provide a clearly defined legal
framework under which the voluntary educational collaborative
can operate.

It has been left to agencies such as the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission and the Massachusetts Teachers Retirement Board to begin defining the legal

status of the voluntary educational collaborative.
It is recommended that the Massachusetts General Court

undertake

a

review of the legislation which allows the crea-

tion of the voluntary educational collaborative in order to

develop

a

clear legal framework under which the voluntary

educational collaborative can operate.
In 1977, the Massachusetts Board of Education issued
a policy statement on the

voluntary educational collaborative

In that statement were several policy positions of the Board

of Education.
-

Among those were:

"that school committees take an active interest
in their collaborative's progress by appointing

one of their members to serve on the collabora-

tive board of directors."
-

"that an internal fiscal and progrcim audit of the

collaborative be undertaken at least annually by
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the participating school systems.

third year

a

Every

report should be forwarded to

the Department of Education.”
It is evident from the research that
at least two of

the Board’s position are not only not
being adhered to by
the voluntary educational collaboratives,
but the require-

ment for submission of data is not being adhered
to by the
Department itself.
It is therefore recommended that the Massachusetts

Education undertake

a

thorough review of

its policy on educational collaboratives in order to
develop
a more consistent policy statement for the collaboratives

and itself.
The existing legislation does provide some legal frame-

work for the voluntary educational collaborative.

Notable

among them is the requirement that the collaborative maintain its own independent trust fund.

As the research has

demonstrated, some collaboratives have not met this requirement.
It is reconunended that all voluntary educational colla-

boratives adhere to the statutory requirements of Massachusetts General Law, Chapter 40, Section 4E.

Any agency that uses public funds should have
for regular fiscal accountability.

a

system

The fact that many
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voluntary educational collaboratives
have no such system
and that no state agency requires
the submission of such
information is a matter of grave concern.
Therefore it is recommended that each
voluntary educational collaborative subject itself to
a complete financial audit on a regular basis, preferably
annually.

it

is further recommended that the
Massachusetts Department

of Education require the submission of
fiscal information

by each of the voluntary educational
collaboratives on a

regular basis.
Recommendations for Future Research
The data provided through this study is base line data
on selected areas of a new public educational entity.

One

of the major purposes of this research activity was to

develop a data base for future research.

The information

generated through this study focused on detailing an historical analysis of the development of the voluntary edu-

cational collaborative, some specific data on the formation
of the collaboratives, information on components of the

governance and management of the collaboratives, as well
as the listing of the programs and services and numbers of

students served.

The opportunity for future research on

these units in Massachusetts is almost unlimited.
Some ideas for future research based upon the data

gathered through this study might focus on the following:

12 5

A detailed case study of several randomly
selected voluntary educational collaboratives

focusing on the same study questions as addressed
in this research.

Examination of the cooperative programming model

(s)

used extensively by collaboratives in special edu-

cational programming.
A detailed excimination of the organizational and

management structure of the voluntary educational
collaborative

A study of the operation of the Massachusetts
model of the intermediate unit as compared to
similarly organized intermediate units in other
states

A comparison of the development and operation
of the single-purpose and multi-purpose colla-

borative.

/
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Summary
The research presented in the Chapter has been

developed through the gathering of both historical and

descriptive data.

The researcher attempted to present

the data as a summary report of the research reported in

both Chapter Two and Chapter Four.
The voluntary educational collaborative evolved as
a concept through the many pilot efforts attempted as a

result of funding availability through ESEA Title III
and reports and studies undertaken by several state agencies

and higher education institutions.

But the voluntary educa-

tional collaborative developed principally because of the

necessity for cooperative efforts caused by the passage and
implementation of Massachusetts comprehensive special education legislation. Chapter 766.

The move toward coopera-

tive programming was initiated at the local school district

level and principally involved the superintendent of school
and the director of special education.
The governing board of most collaboratives is

composed

principally of local school committee persons and superinten
dents of school, and functions very much like the school com

mittees they are modeled after.

The fiscal affairs of the

collaboratives are handled for the most part independent of
the local school districts, but fiscal accountability
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through a regular audit process is not required by many
of the local school districts and not at all by the state

education agency.
The voluntary educational collaborative is principally

involved in the provision of special education programs
and services to the local school district and the state

education agency.

The most significant numbers of students

served who receive direct instructional services through
the voluntary educational collaborative are those whose

principal handicapping condition is mental retardation.
This provides some evidence to confirm the commonly

held

belief that the collaborative model successfully serves
a low incident population.

The collaborative also provides

a wide variety of other programs and services.

In the area

of vocational education, the voluntary educational colla-

borative has demonstrated that it is a major provider of

vocational programs and services to handicapped students.
It has also demonstrated that it is able to provide
a successful linkage between the local school district and

state and federal agencies by accessing resources and pro-

viding services.
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Historical an d Planning Information
1.

The full name of this collaborative
la:

2.

This collaborative was formed In
the following period;
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
2.5.

3.

The person(s) who were the nucleus for
the formation of this collaborative
were;
(Please check all who played a major role.)
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.
3.6.
3.7.

4.

superintendents of school
school conmittee persons
building administrators
state education agency personnel
parents
special education directors
others (please describe)

Responsibility for all planning activities to make the collaborative
operational became the function of:
(Please check all who serve in a
major planning role.)
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.
4.4.
4.5.
4.6.
4.7.

5.

1966-1968
1968-1973
1974-1976
1976-1979
other (please list)

superintendents of school
school committee persons
building administrators
state education agency personnel
parents
special education directors
others (please describe)

The major program(s) this collaborative was formed to assist local school
districts were in which of the following area(s)?
5.1.
5.2.
5.3.
5.4.
5.5.
5.6.
5.7.

special education
occupational/career education
media services
environmental education
general curriculum areas
transportation
other (please describe)
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6,

During the past five years the number of programs and services operated
by
this collaborative has:
6.1

.

6.2.

6.3.
6.4.
6.5.
7.

If the number of programs and services operated by the collaborative has
grown considerably or experienced a moderate amount of growth, please note
In which program areas this growth has taken place.
Check all appropriate.
7.1.
7.2.
7.3.
7.4.
7.5.
7.6.
7.7.
7.8.
7.9.

8.

cooperative purchasing
transportation
media services
staff development
general currlcultnn
occupational/career education
special education
early childhood education
staff development/ inservice training
other (please describe)

for
In your opinion, which of the following factors were the major reasons
(Check all appropriate.)
your collaborative formation?
9.1.
9.2.
9.3.
9.4.
9.5.
9.6.

L

special education
occupatlonal/career education
media services
environmental education
general curriculum areas
administrative services
transportation
staff development /inservice training
other (please describe)

Please note the essentially new services offered to member districts by
this collaborative during the past two years (areas in which programs and
(Check all appropriate.)
services were not previously offered).
8.1.
8.2.
8.3.
8.4.
8.5.
8.6.
8.7.
8.8.
8.9.
8.10.

9.

grown considerably (more than doubled)
experienced a moderate amount of growth
stayed at about the same level
experienced a slight decline
declined considerably (half the number of programs)

ImpJementation of Chapter 766
declining enrollments
cooperation as a vehicle for expanded educational programming
reports and studies on cooperative services
cost effectiveness of cooperative programming
other (please describe)
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10,

Governance/Organization and Management
11.

Does the collaborative have a governing board that meets
regularly?
10.1.
10.2.

yes
no

How often does the governing board meet?

12.

11 , 1 .
11 . 2 .
11.3.
11.4.
11.5.
11 . 6 .

weekly
bl-weekly
monthly
bi-monthly
quarterly
other

Please Indicate the principal role(8) of the governing board In the
collaborative operation.
13.

12.1.
12.2.
12.3.
12.4.
12.5,

sets policy
determines wages and salaries
establishes fees and cost allocations
develops collaborative operational plans
other

14.

The governing board of the collaborative Is composed of persons from which
of the following groups:
13.1.
13.2.
13.3.
13.4.
13.5,

school committee members
superintendents of school
special education directors
other local school district administrators
other (please specify)

Please Indicate which persons serve In an organized advisory capacity, but
have no policy-making authority, for the collaborative, and meet on a
(Check all appropriate.)
regular basis.
14.1.
14,2.
14.3.
14.4.
14.5.
14.6.
14.7.
14.8.

superintendents of school
special education directors
building principals
guidance counselors
parents
teachers
state education personnel
others (please specify)
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15.

Does this collaborative have Its own Independent trust
fund as described
In the collaborative legislation. Chapter
40, Section 4E, of the Massachusetts General Law?
15.1.
15.2.

16.

Which of the following best describes the treasurer of the collaborative?
16.1.
16.2.
16.3.
16.4.

17.

yes
no

Does this collaborative have a complete financial audit on a regular basis?
18,1,
18.2.

19.

Independent treasurer employed by collaborative
regional school district treasurer
local town treasurer
other (please describe)

Does this collaborative have an administrative position which has sole
responsibility for the business management of the collaborative?
17.1.
17.2.

18.

yes
no

yes
no

If the response to question #18 is "yes," how often Is this audit conducted?

19.1.
19.2.
19.3.
19.4.

annually
every two years
every three years
other (please describe)
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Programs and Services
20.

Is this voluntary educational collaborative single-purpose or
multi-purpose
i.e., special education, occupational education?
20.1.
20.2.

21.

22.

single-purpose
multi-purpose

If the collaborative la single-purpose, please check that specific purpose.

21.1.
21.2.
21.3.
21.4.

special education
vocational/occupational
media
other (please describe)

If the collaborative is multi-purpose, please check those areas In which

the collaborative operates.

23.

22.1.
22.2.
22.3.
22.4.
22.5.
22.6.
22.7.
22.8.
22.9.
22.10.
22.11.

special education
vocational/occupational
adult education
bi-lingual
gifted-talented
migrant education
youth employment
cooperative purchasing
environmental education
media services
other

If special education is provided, please check the type(s) of services
provided

23.1.
23.2.
23.3.
23.4.
23.5.
23.6.
23.7.
23.8.
23.9.

Instructional services
media services
staff development
planning services
research and development
specialists services; i.e
evaluation services
transportation services
other (please specify)

*
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24.

Plea.. Indicate the manner In which direct
Inatructlonal aervlcea are provided
24.1.
24.2.

24.3.

25.

major administrative responsibility and
Inatructlonal service
provision by the collaborative
major administrative responsibility by the
collaborative and
Inatructlonal services provided by local school
district
major administrative responsibility by the local
school district
and Instructional services provided by the
collaborative

If direct Instructional services and/or
administration of special education
is provided by the collaborative, please
Indicate the number of students
served on a full-time or part-time basis by primary
handicapping condition.
25. a.

Mental Retardation

25. a. 1.
25. a. 2.
25. a. 3.
25. a. 4.
25. a. 5.
25. a. 6.
25. a. 7.
25. a. 8.
25. b.

Emotionally Disturbed

25.b.l.
25. b. 2.
25. b. 3.
25. b. 4.
25. b. 5.
25. b. 6.
25. b. 7.

25. c.

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

Physically non-ambulatory

25.C.1.
25. c. 2.
25. c. 3.
25. c. 4.
25. c. 5.
25 .C.6
25. c. 7.
25. d.

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
between 150 and 300
more than 300

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

Orthopedlcally impaired

25.d.l.
25. d. 2.
25. d. 3.
25. d. 4.
25. d. 5.
25. d. 6.
25. d. 7.

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

25*e«

Severe speech/language

25.e.l.
25. e. 2.
25. e. 3.
25. e. 4.
25. e. 5.
25. e. 6.
25. e. 7.

25. f.

Learning disabled

25.f.l.
25. f. 2.
25. f. 3.
25. f. 4.
25. f. 5.
25. f. 6.
25. f. 7.
25. g.

25. g. 2.
25. g. 3.
25. g. 4.
25. g. 5.
25. g. 6.
25. g. 7.

25. h. 2.
25. h. 3.
25. h. 4.
25. h. 5.
25. h. 6.
25. h. 7.

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

Visually handicapped

25.1.1.
25.1.2.
25.1.3.
25.1,4.
25.1.5.
25.1.6.
25.1.7.
25. J.

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

Home-bound

25.h.l.

25.1.

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

Hospital-bound

25,g.l.

25 . h .

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150

Hearing impaired

25.J.1.
25. J. 2.
3’.
25. J.
j.
4.
25.
25. J. 5.
25. J. 6.
25. J. 7.

between 1 and 25
between 26 and 50
between 51 and 75
between 76 and 100
between 101 and 125
between 126 and 150
more than 150
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26.
8

Of the handicapped students serviced,
what percentage are receiving
vocational or prevocatlonal training as part of
their curriculum?
27.

26.1.
26.2.
26.3.
26.4.
26.5.

none
25Z or less
5031 or less
75% or less
100% or less

If vocational /occupational education is provided,
please check the type(s)
of service provided.

27.1.
27.2.
27.3.
27.4.
27.5.
27.6.
27.7.
27.8.
27.9.
28.

vocational assessment)

If direct Instructional services are provided In vocational/occupational
education for both handicapped and non-hand Icapped students, please Indicate
how many students are receiving these Instructions (full or part-time
placements). Do not Include programs designed exclusively for the handicapped.
28.1.
28.2.
28.3.
28.4.
28.5.
28.6.

29.

Instructional services
media services
staff development
planning services
research and development
specialist services (l.e
evaluation services
transportation services
other

between 1 and 25
between 25 and 50
between 51 and 100
between 101 and 150
between 151 and 200
more than 200

If instructional services are provided In vocational/occupational education,
please Indicate In which areas Instructional services are provided.
29.1.
29.2.
29.3.
29.4.
29.5.
29.6.
29.7.
29.8,
29.9.
29.10.
29.11.
29.12.
29.13.
29.14.
29.15.

health
agri-business and natural resources
public service
business and office
environment
communication and media
hospitality and recreation
marine science
personal service
fine arts and humanities
c on sum er and home-making
construction
marketing and distribution
manufacturing
transportation
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30.

Please indicate whether direct
instructional services are provided
in the
following areas:
30.1.
30.2.
30.3.
30.4.
30.5.
30.6.
30.7.
30.8.
30.9.
30.10.

31.

career education
youth employment
vocational guidance information
services
adult education
bl-llngual education
gifted and talented
energy education
environmental education
nutrition education
other (please indicate)

Please Indicate whether support services
such as consultation or staff
development activities are provided in the
following
areas:

31.1.
31.2,
31.3.
31.4.
31.5.
31.6.
31.7.
31.8.
31.9.
31.10.

32.

career education
youth employment
vocational guidance information services
adult education
bi-llngual education
gifted and talented
energy education
environmental education
nutrition education
other (please indicate)

Please indicate what management services are currently being provided
by the collaborative to member school districts.
32.1.
32.2.
32.3.
32.4.
32.5.
32.6.
32.7.
32.8.

media/library
data processing (financial reports, payroll, personnel records)
pupil personnel (attendance, census, grade reporting)
transportation scheduling
federal programs coordination
planning services
staff development
other (please indicate)

1A2

10
33.

Does your collaborative
provide services through grants or
contracts for
cne state education agency?
33.1,
33,2,

34.

Please indicate what types of
services are currently being provided
for
the state education agency.

34.2.
34.3.
34.4.
34.5.
34.6.

35.

direct Instructional services
staff development
support and consultative services
transportation services
administrative services
other (please specify)

If direct Instructional
agency, please Indicate
35.1.
35.2.
35.3.
35.4.
35.5.
35.6.
35.7.

36.

yes
no

1-25
26-50
51-75
76-100
100-150
150-200
more than 200

Does this collaborative
local school districts or the state education agency?
i

36.1.
36.2.
37.

yes
no

If other agencies are being provided services or programs by this collaborative, please indicate which agencies.

37.1.
37.2.
37.3.
37.4.
37.5.
37.6.
37.7.
37.8.
37.9.

Department of Mental Health
Division of Youth Services
Department of Social Services
United Way
Cerebral Palsy Foundation
CETA
institution of higher education
regional vocational schools. Jointly operated
other (please specify)
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38.

Does this collaborative provide
Jointly operated services or programs
In
cooperation with agencies other than
local school districts?

__
39.

38.1.
38.2.

Jointly operated programs or services are
provided, please indicate with
which agencies.
39.1.
39.2.
39.3.
39.4.
39.5.
39.6.
39.7.
39.8.
39.9.
39.10.

40.

Department of Education
Department of Mental Health
Division of Youth Services
Department of Social Services
United Way
Cerebral Palsy Foundation
CETA
Institutions of higher education
regional vocational schools
other (please specify)

If Jointly operated programs exist with agencies
other than local school
districts or the state education agency, please Indicate
the nature of
service provided.

40.1.
40.2.
40.3.
40.4.
40.5.
40.6.
40.7.
40.8.

41.

yes
no

Instructional services
media services
staff development
recreation services
specialist services
evaluation services
transportation services
other (please specify)

Please Indicate any other program areas or services being provided by this
collaborative which are not listed In this questionnaire.

Thank you for your cooperation In responding.

APPENDIX 3
Minutes of the Meeting of
MOEC Executive Committee

j/'/.
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MASSACHUSETTS
ORGANIZATION OF

EDUCATIONAL
COLLA BOR ATI VES

minutes of executive committee
C.A.S.E, Collaborative
Concord, Massachusetts
September 5, 1980

The meeting was called

to order by President

Mazor

at

10:30

Present:

Gerry Mazor, President
Eileen Ahearn, Vice President
Manley H. Hart, Secretary

David Jamison, Treasurer
Mike Pallidino, Past President
Joan Bates, Executive Secretary

1.

Peter Demers, Springfield Director
Robert Lyons, Northeast Director
John Stefani, Southeast Director
Kevin O'Grady, Chair, Legislative

Committee
Mike Savage, Legislative Committee
Rick Sprague, Chair, Communication
Committee
Roger Rich (arrived late)

JOM Bates as Executive
continue Joan Bates as Executive
Secretary.

ptiauatton °f

^
A

ft
moved by Manley Hart
Seconded by Mike Pallidino.

discussion was held about the position
and the duties.

Peter Demers amended the original
motion "The President and the Executive
Secretary get together and prepare a
Job Description with specific tasks. "
Both the original motion and the
amendment were approved unanimously.
2.

gga^^Objectives

for 1980-81. Joan Bates presented
Goals for the year.
will be restructured based on the
discussLn
and presented at the next meeting.
No vote.

These were discussed. They

3.

Cgiynittee Assignments and Rep orts
, The newsletter was first discussed It cover ? This report
was' referred to committee. The President
appointed the following persons as Chairmen
to his committees.

what should

Communications

Program

- Rick Sprague

-

Eileen Ahearn
By-laws and Rules - John Stefani
Legislative - Kevin 'O'Grady
Membership and Nominations - Peter
Critical Issues - Gerry Mazor
Data Collection - Mike Pallidino

Demers

Mike appointed the following
this

to

committee:

Hank Owen, Ray Budde and Peter Demers

1A6

MASSACHUSEl FS
ORGA NIZATIOy OF

EDUCATIONAL
COLLA BORATIVES
1979-80 Goals
PRESIDENT
Michael PaJlIdlao
Project Accept

1

.

VICE PRESIDENT

program
and staff of the collaboratives

Gerry Nfaeor

Case ColUboraiive

2,

SECRETARY
EQeea Ahearn
Assabet Valley Collaborative

3

.

treasurer
Pavld Jamfeaoa
Southern Worcester County

4.

optional services or programs
that
airco^
K
all
collaboratives
could offer to local school
districts.

c
u

Present, when needed, a unified voice
for collaboratives
among agencies or departments of the
Commonwealth.

Educational Collaborative

Past president
Roger RJtcb

.

TEC Collaborative
PITTSFIELD REGION DIRECTOR
Ed Maorcr

6.

Southern Berkshire Collaborative

SPRESGFtEU) REGION DIRECTOR
Manley H. Hart
Lower Pioneer Valley
Educational Collaborative

CENTRAL REGION DIRECTOR

Ensure that superintendents and school
committees have
comprehensive information on collaborative
services available in Massachusetts.

Suggested 1980-31 Goals

Jody Hoot

Caps

Develop and strengthen regional
meetings of the collaboratives
Develop a better communication
system among the collaboratives

Collaborative

1

.

NORTHEAST REGION DIRECTOR

Support' a continued effort to resolve the retirement
issue.

Robert Lyons

SEEM Collaborative

2.

Support a continued effort to resolve the certification
issue

3.

Follow-up on vocational education service delivery
alternatives for the report to the Board of Education and
the legislature.

4.

Begin a process of data collection which will give MOEC a
^®tter, more professional and detailed, description of the
services and programs provided the collaboratives in the
state.
These data could be used as a basis for more
informed presentations to legistors, the various associations
of interest to us, and for the department of education.
They may also be useful for press releases in various regions.

5.

Develop dissemination vehicles with the department of
education

6

Work with regional offices to improve relationships where
necessary.

SOtTHEAST REGION DIRECTOR
Jamea Lyooa

*

Cooperative Production

BOSTON REGION DIRECTOR
Bank Owen
Shore Collaborative

Joan Balet
Eiecutive Secretary

.

APPENDIX C
Letter Explaining Field Test
of Survey Instrument
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^HflfnPSHIRE EDUCRTIONfll
PETER

F.

COLLflBORRnVE

DEMERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

September 15, 1980

Rick Sprague
CHARMSS Collaborative
Park Avenue
Stoughton, MA 02072
Mr.

Dear Rick:
At the MOEC Executive Committee Meeting held on Friday, September
5, the
following was unanimously voted as a first priority goal for MOEC for the
1980-1981 year:

Begin a process of data collection which will give MOEC
a better, more professional and detailed description of
the services and programs provided by the collaboratives
in the state ....
Since my doctoral work is a study of the voluntary educational collaborative in Massachusetts, I volunteered to provide the instrument and collect the
data for a base line informat ion- gathering study. The attached is a first
draft of ray research instruments.
I am interested in your careful analysis
of this instrument with particular attention to its clarity, length, value
of information sought, depth of information sought, etc. What I really want
to know is if I'm asking for too much or too little,
whether it can and will
be filled out, whether there are areas that need to be covered and are not
and generally, any other pertinent comments or concerns. Please do not
fill this out you'll get your chance on the final document.

—

Since I am in a bit of a time bind, I would greatly appreciate your
immediate attention to this.
Please mail or telephone comments to me before
October 10. If you can't. I'll get in touch with you! Thanks, in advance,
for your anticipated help on this mutually beneficial project.

Peter F. Demers
Executive Director

PFD:nlb
Enc.

[prciJrMilii:

n

58

PLEASANT STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS 01060

i

8 1980

u
PHONE (413) 586-4590

APPENDIX D
Directions for Completing

Survey Instrument
and Letter of Instruction
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DEMERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

November 20, 1980

Dear Fellow Collaborative Director;
years, Massachusetts has witnessed
the rapid growth of a new public educational
service delivery
voluntary educational collaborative,
^lle a significant percentage of all the public school
districts are members of voluntary educational
collaboratlves,
few have full knowledge of their collaborative's
operation
and most know nothing of the difference In
operation and
function of collaboratlves throughout the state.
4. 1.

The attached questionnaire Is an attempt to collect
some basic data on the voluntary educational collaborative.
emphasis Is placed upon obtaining historical,
organizational and programmatic data. While this research
Is part of my doctoral work, the results of this
data
collection will be made available to the Massachusetts
Organization of Educational Collaboratlves which has
established data collection as Its number one priority
for this year. Another questionnaire dealing with
financial, staffing and physical facilities Information
will be distributed by MOEC at a later date.

Could you kindly fill out the enclosed questionnaire
and return It to me by December 20, 1980. Your cooperation
la greatly appreciated.

Executive Director

PFD:ab
Enc.

58

PLEASANT STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHUSETTS 01060

PHONE (413) 586-4590

HAMPSHIRE EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATIVE
58 Pleasant Street
Northampton, Massachusetts 01060
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF
QUESTIONNAIRE

Please read each question
carefully.

U
«n

^tlple
X

response, are requested or approprlste,
place
in all spaces.

Use a black pen for marking all responses.
If additional information Is
appropriate under "other"
provided plus the reverse of the page
with the question number clearly indicated.

^swer only

those questions that pertain to your collaborative,
leave all others blank.

Information provided on this questionnaire should be
for the
1980-1981 School Year.

Peter F. Demers

APPENDIX E
Reminder Sent to All

Non-respondents to Survey Instrument
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EDUCflnONfiLCOlLflBORflTIVE
PETER

f.

DEMERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

December 15, 1980

Dear Fellow Collaborative
Director:
^
* questionnaire requesting
information about your collaborative.
This questionnaire
ne of two you will be receiving
this year, is designed to
baae-llne data on voluntary educational
collaboratlves in Massachusetts.

recognize how busy we all are. especially
in
light of the passage of Proposition
2*5, I think you will
tlnd the questionnaire I submitted
relatively quick and
easy to fill out.
I would very much appreciate
your taking a couple of
m nutes, filling out the questionnaire

and returning it

to me.

Thanks, and hope you have very happy
holidays.
Slncert

reter F. Demers
Executive Director

PFD:ab

58

PLEASANT STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHUSETTS 01060

PHONE (413) 586-4590

APPENDIX F
List of Voluntary Educational Collaboratives 1980-1981
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List of Voluntary Educational Collaboratives 1980-1981

Assabet Valley Collaborative
Fitchburg Street
Marlborough, MA 01752
BICO
61 N. Washington
N. Attleboro, MA

02760

Blackstone Valley Collaborative
0. Box 176'
Upton, MA 01568

P.

Blue Hills Collaborative
Blue Hills Vocational High School
100 Randolph Street
Canton, MA 02021
Cape Ann Collaborative
2 Winthrop Street
Dover, MA 01923

Cape Cod Collaborative
230 South Street
P. 0. Box 247
Hyannis, MA 02601
CAPS Collaborative
53 School Street
Gardner, MA 01440

CASE Collaborative
115 Stow Street
Concord, MA 01742

Central Mass. Spec. Ed. Collab.
P. 0, Box 430
Webster, MA 01570
CHARMSS Collaborative
Park Avenue
Stoughton, MA 02072

Cooperative Productions
P,

0,

Box 85

North Dighton, MA

02765
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Voluntary Educational Collaboratives 1980-1981
(Con't)
FLLAC Collaborative
1 Coldwell Place
Fitchburg, MA 01420

^^3^hlin County Educational Collaborative
359 Main Street
Greenfield, MA 01301
Greater Lawrence Educational Collaborative
10 High Street
Andover, MA 01810
Greater Newburyport Collaborative
Rupert Knock Middle School
70 Low Street
Newburyport, MA 01950

Hampshire Educational Collaborative
58 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060
LABB
Arlington Public Schools
Arlington, MA 02174

Lower Pioneer Valley Collaborative
811 Longmeadow Street
Longmeadow, MA 01106

Masccnomet Regional Sp, Ed. Collaborative
Steward School
Perkins Row
Topsfield, MA 01983
NEED
Box W
Truro, MA

02666

North River Collaborative
99 Church Street
Rockland, MA 02370

North Shore Consortium
32 St. Peter Street
Salem, MA 01970
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Voluntary Educational Collaboratives 1980-1981
(Con't)

Pilgrim Area Collaborative
Kingston Elementary School
Kingston, MA 02364
Project ACCEPT
11 Howe Street
Framingham, MA

01701

Projects FILMS
Nashoba Regional High School
Green Road
Bolton, MA 01740

Project Marine
2 New Boston Road
Fiarhaven, MA 02719
SMEC
Marie Howard School
232 Middle Road
Acushnet, MA 02743

Project SPOKE
37 W. Main Street
Norton, MA 02766
READS, Inc,

Lakeville Hospital
Lakeville, MA 02346
Regional Devel. Center
1401 Main Street
Holden, MA 01520

SEEM Collaborative
15 High Street
Winchester, MA 01890
Shore Collaborative
10 Hall Avenue
Medford, MA 02155

SNEC Collaborative
Shattuck School
East Pepperel, MA 01437

South Shore Collaborative
19 Fort Hill Street, I Quarters
Hingham, MA 02043
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Voluntary Educational Collaboratives 1980-1981
(Con't)
Southern Worcester County Educ. Collab.
P. 0. Box 517
Southbridge, MA 01550
TEC
c/o Memorial School
Eliot Street
Natick, MA 01760

TriValley Spec. Ed, Collab.
Hollis Street
Holliston, MA 01746
Voc.-Tech.
Spec, Needs Collab.
250 Foundry Street
South Easton, MA 02375

WASE
Goodale School
West Boylston, MA

01583

Worcester County Collaborative
322 Main Street
Spencer, MA 01562

APPENDIX G
LIST OF LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
IN MASSACHUSETTS BELONGING TO

VOLUNTARY EDUCATIONAL COLLABO RAT IVES
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TOTAL

SQPCIi DISTRICTS
301

IN MASSACHUSETTS

May 11, 1981

Cities and Towns

14

K-12 Regional School Districts

38

Pjortial Regional School Districts

27

Vocational Districts

380

Of 380 School Districts, 226 participate in one collaborative;
183

Cities and Towns

11

K-12 Districts

25

Peurtial Districts

7

Vocational Districts

226

Of 380 School Districts, 49 participate in two ooll«d3oratives;
45

Cities and Towns

1

X-12 District

3

Partial Districts

0

Vocational Districts

49

Of 380 School Districts,

6

participate in three oollaboratives:

4

Cities and Towns

0

K-12 Districts

2

Partial Districts

_0

Vocational Districts

6

Of 380 School Districts, 99 are not members of a collaborative;
69

Citiee and Towns

2

K-12 Districts

8

Partial Districts

20

99

Vocational Districts

SaOOL DISTRICTS

IN COIIABORATIVES;

281

161

Hi'/

II,

I'.tHI

SCHOOL DISTRICTS PARTICIPATING IN COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMS

COMMUNITY

COLLABORATIVE

Abington

North River
READS
CASE
SMEC
Project Marine

Acton
Acus/inet

**Voc. Tech.

Adams
Agawam

See Adams -Cheshire
Lower Pioneer

Alford
Amesbury
Amherst
Andover
Arlington
Ashhurnham
Ashby
Ashtiold
Ashland

See S. Berkshire

Athol
Attleboro

Auburn
Avon

Ayer
Barnstable
Barre
BeeJeet

Bedford
Belchertown
Bellingham
Belmont
Berkley

Bol ton

COLLABORATIVE

Boston
Bourne
Boxborough
Boxford

Capo Cod
CASE

Braintree

Brewster
Bridgewater

Worth Shore
Aasabet Valley
*Verbal Comm
Blue Hills
South Shore
Cape Cod
READS
**Voc. Tech.

Brimfield
Brockton
Brookfield
Brookline
Buckland
Burlington
Cambridge
Canton
Carlisle
Carver

Cohasset
Colrain
Concord
Conway
Cummington
Dalton
Danvers
Dartmouth
Dedham
Deerfield
Dennis

9-14
7-12

9-12
-1-

GRADE
LEVEL

7-12

9-14

S. Worcester

**Voc. Tech.
S. Worcester

9-12

LABB

CHARMSS
Blue Hills
CASE
Pilgrim Area
**Voc. Tech.

Charlemont
Charlton
Cha tham
Chelmsford
Chelsea
Cheshire
Chester
Chesterfield
Chicopee
Chi 1 mark
Clarksburg
Clinton

READS
Cooperative Prod.
Assabot Valley
Verbal Comm.
Franklin County
North Shore
Merrimac
Blackstone Valley
See Gateway
CASE
FILMS
** Verbal Conm.

COMMUNITY

Boylston

Project Accept
Tri Valley
See Athol-Royalston
Project Spoke
BICO
Reg. Dev. Center
S. Worcester
CHARMSS
Blue Hills
SNEC
Cape Cod
7-12
* CAPS
Rag. Dev. Center
See C. Berkshire
CASE
LABB
Hampshire
Blackstone Valley/B ICO

*

Bernardston
Beverly
Billerica
Blackstone
Blanford

9-12

Hampshire
Greater Lawrence
LABB
CAPS
See N. Middlesex

**Voc. Tech.

Berlin

GRADE
LEVEL

9-12

See Dudloy-Charlton
Cape Cod
Merrimac
Shore
See Adams-Cheshi re
See Gateway
Hampshi re

FLLAC
Worcester County
South Shore

CASE
Franklin County
See C. Berkshire
See C. Berkshire
Worth Shore
TEC
Franklin County
See Dennis-Yarmouth

K—0

K-6
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30IO1VNITY

COLLABORATIVE

GRADE
LEVEL

Di^hton

Cooperative Prod.
READS
Douglas
Blackstone Valley
* Project Accept
Dovsr
7-13
Dracut
Merrimac
Dudley
See Dudley-Charlton
Dunstable
See Groton-Dunstable
Duxbury
Pilgrim Area
E. Bridgewater
READS
**Voc. Tech.

Brookfield
Eaatham
Eastbampton
E. Longmeadow
Easton
E.

North River
* Worcester County
Cape Cod
Hampshire
Lower Pioneer
Project Spoke
•*Voc. Tech.

Edgartown
Eg rewont
Ervin

Essex
Everett
Fairhaver.

COMMUNITY

Hancock
Hanover
Hanson

Hardwick
Harvard
Harwich

9-13

Hatfield
Haverhill
Hawley
Heath
Hingham
Hinsdale
Holbrook

9-13

9-13

Holden
See S. Berkshire
* CAPS
Franklin
Cape Ann
Shore
SMEC
Project Narine

7-13
K-6

Holland
Hollis ton
Holyoke
Ho pedal
Hopkinton

Fall River

Falmouth
Fi tchburg

Florida
Foxborough

NEED
Cape Cod
FLLAC
Project Spoke
**Voc. Tech.

Framingham
Franklin
Freetown
Gardner
Gay Head
Georgetown
Gill

Gloucester
Goshen
Gosnold
Grafton
Granby

Hubbards ton
Hudson
Hull
Huntington
Ipswich
Kingston
Lakeville
Lancaster

9-13

Project Accept
BICO
READS
CAPS
Greater Newburyport
See Gill-Montague

Lanesborough
Lawrence
Lee

Hampshire

Leicester

Blackstone Valley
Hampshire

COLLABORATIVE

North River
North River
READS
*CAPS
CASE
FILMS
Cape Cod
NEED
Hampshire
Gr. Lawrence

South Shore
See Central Berkshire
CHARMSS
Blue Hills
Rag. Dev. Center
NASS
^Worcester County
S. Worcester
Project Accept
Tri Valley
Blackstone Valley
Project Accept
Tri Valley
*CAPS
Assabet Valley
South Shore
See Gateway
Cape Arn
Pilgrim Area
READS
* CASE
• Verbal Coiwn.
FILMS
FLLAC

GRADE
LEVEL

r-/?

7-

1

7

K-$
9-13

7-13

9-13
9-13

Greater Lawrence
S. Berkshire
S. Worcester

Worcester County

Lenox

Granville
Gr. Barrington
Greenfield
Groton
Grove land
Hadley
Halifax
Hamilton
Hampden

S. Berkshire

Lower Pioneer
See Berkshire Hills
Franklin County
See Groton-Dunstable

Leominster
Laver ett
Lexington
Leyden
Lincoln
Littleton
Longmeadow

Hampshire
Pilgrim Area
See Hamilton-Nenham
9-13
*Lowar Pioneer
3-

FLLAC
Franklin County
* Hampshire
LA3B
Franklin County
CASE
CASK
lower Pioneer

K-6
7-13
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COMMUNITY

COLLABORATIVE

Lowell
Ludlow

Lower Pioneer

Lunenburg
Lgnn
Lgnnfield
Malden
Manchester
Mansfield

SNEC
SEEM
Shore
Cape Ann
Project Spoke/Bico
** Voc. Tech.

Marblehead
Marion

9-12

North Shore
*• Cape Cod

** Voc.

Maynard

Med field

Medford
Medway
Melrose
Mendon
Merrimac
Methuen
Middleborough

Tech.

9-12

Milford
Hillbury

Blackstone Valley
Blackstone Valley
Project Accept
Tri Valley
Blackstone Valley
CHARMSS

Millville
Milton
Monroe
Monson
Montague
See Cill-Montague
Monterey
See S. Berkshire
Montgomery
See Gateway
Mt. Washington
Nahant

Cape Cod
TEC
Project Accept
TEC

Needham
New Ashford
New Bedford
New Braintree
Newbury
Newburyport
New Marlborough
New Salem

•
*

Greater Newburyport
Greater Newburyport
See S. Berkshire
Franklin County
CAPS
Project Spoke
BICO

North Adams
Northampton
North Andover
North Attleboro
Northborough
Northbrldge
North Brookfield
Northfield
North Reading
Norton

9-14

Oakham
Orange
Orleans
Otis
Oxford
Palmer
Paxton

K-6

Franklin County
SEEM
Project Spoke
9-12

South Shore
TEC

*

CAPS
CAPS
Cape Cod

7-12

S. Worcester
*

*

Peabody
Pelham
Pembroke
Pepperell
Peru
Petersham
Phillips ton
Pittsfield
Plainfield
Plainville
PI ymouth
PI ympton
Princeton

Reg. Dev. Center
Worcester County

9-12
9-12

Shore
Hampshire
Pilgrim Area
See N. Middlesex
See c. Berkshire
CAPS
See Narragansett
Nort.’i

*

- 3-

K-6
7-12

Hampshire
Greater Lawrence
BICO
Assabet Valley
Blackstone Valley

**Voc. Tech.

Greater Lawrence
READS
See Gateway
North Shore

Nantucket
Natick

Norwell
Norwood
Oak Bluffs

See Mendon-Upton

Middle field
Middleton

COLLABORATIVE

Newton
Norfolk

CASE
FILMS
Assabet Valley
Project Accept
Tri Valley
Shore
Project Accept
Tri Valley

Voc. Tech.

COMMUNITY

9-12

Project Marine
SMEC
READS
Assabet Valley
Pilgrim Area
Cape Cod
READS
Project Marine
SMEC

Marlborough
Marshfield
Mashpee
Mattapoisett

Minis

GRADE
LEVEL

BICO
Pilgrim Area
Pilgrim Area
Reg. Dev. Center
Worcester County

9-12
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CRAM
COMMVNZTY
Provincceown
0uincy
RandoipA

RaynAaa

COLLXBOMTIVT
Cape Cod
South Shor*
CHARMSS
Blue Hills
READS
**Voc. Tech,

Reeding
Re/ioboth

Revere
Richmond
Rochester

Salem
Salisbury
Sandisfield
Sandwich
Saugus
Savoy
Scituate
Seekonk

Project Marine
READS

Somerset
Somerville
Southampton
Southboro
Southbridge
South Hadley

Southwick
Spencer

*Reg. Dev. Center

Stockbridge
Stoneham
Stoughton

MASS
^Worcester County
See Berkshire Hills
SEEM
CHARMSS

K~6
9-13

Sturbridge
Sudbury

Sunderland
Sutton
5w^unp^cott

South Shore
BICO
Cooperative Prod.
CHARMSS
9-13

See S. Berkshire

Project Accept
SNEC
Assabet Valley
Worcester County
Franklin County
* Hampshire
BICO
*

7-13

K-6
7-13

Hampshire
Assabet Valley
S. Worcester
Hampshire

*

Lower Pioneer
Worcester County
Reg. Dev. Center

MASS

CRAM
COLLABOMTIVK

Springfield
Sterling

Stow

Greater Newburypcrt
See Athol-Royalston
See Gateway
9-13
*Rag. Dev. Canter
* Worcester County
9-13
North Shore
Creator Newburyport
Lower Pioneer
Cape Cod
Shore

**Voc. Tech.

Shutesbury

COMMUNITY

**Voc. Tech.

SMEC
North River
Cape Ann

Sharon

Sheffield
Shelburne
Sherborn
Shirley
Shrewsbury

9-14

SESM
Cooperative Prod.
READS
Shore

**VoG. Tech.

Rockland
Rockport
Rowe
Rovley
Rogalston
Russell
Rutland

leVEL

Swansea
Taunton

LXVtL

9-13
K-8
9-13

9-13

CASS
FILMS
*Verbal Contn.
S. Worcester
CASE
Project Accept
Franklin County
Blackstone Valley
North Shore
BICO
Cooperative Prod.
READS
**Voc. Tech.

Templeton
Tewksbury
Tisbury
Tolland
Topsfield

Tcemsend
Truro
Tyngsboro
Tyringham
Upton
Uxbridge
Wakefield
Wales
Walpole
Waltham
Ware
Wareham
Warren
Warwick
Washington
Watertown
Way land
Webster

9-13

Wellesley
Wellfleet
Wendell

K~8
K-8

Wenham
Vea thorough

- 4-

9-13

K-8
K-6

9-14

See Narragansett
Merrimac

Lower Pioneer
North Shore
See N. Middlesex
Cape Cod
SNEC

See Nendon-Upton
Blackstone Valley
S. Worcester

TEC

Hampshire
Cape Cod
READS
* Worcester County
Franklin County

TEC
Central MA
S. Worcester
TEC
Cape Cod
*Franklln County
‘CAPS
See Hamilton-Wenham
Assabet Valley

7-13

K-6
7-13
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SMDB
COMMUHITY

COLLABORATIVE

LSVSL

COMMUNITY

COLLABORATTVS

GRADK
LEVEL
•

Weyxouth
Whately

Reg, Dev. Center

West Boylston

WASE
W. Bridgewater READS
**Voc, Tech.

Brookfield *WoTcester County
Westfield
Merrimaa
West ford
Hampshire
Westhampton
CAPS
Westminster
West Hewbury
CASS
Weston
Project Marine
Westport
W, Springfield Lower Pioneer

W.

Whitxtan

9-12
7-12

Wilbrahan
Williamsburg
Williamstown
Wilmington
Winchendon
Winchester
Windsor
Winthrop
Woburn
Worcester
Worthington
wren them

Stockbrldge See Berkshire
West Tisbury
TEC
Westwood

W.

K-23

District

AdaioM-ChcMhirc
Athol-Ro^jalston
Bmrkahirm Hills

Yarstouth

South Shoro
*Franklin County
North River
READS
•Lower Pioneer
Hampshire

Centtal Berkshire
Shore
SEEM
Central MA
See Gateway
BICO
X-6
Project Spoke
See Dennis-Yarjaouth

SfK?

CAPS
S. Berkshire

Cmntral Barkshira
Cape Cod
HEED

Dudley-Charlton
Gateway
Groton-Duns table

S. tforeester

Hamllton-ffenbam

Mandon-Upton
Harragansatt
Hcrth Middlesex
Soutbem Berkshire

Hampshiza
SNSC
Cape Ann
Blacks tone
CAPS
SNSC
5. BerJuhlrs

Cill-Montague

Franklin County

Partial District

Collaborative

Grade Levgl

Acton-Boxbozo
Anherst-Pelham
Ashbornham-Mestainster
Berlin-Boylston

CASS
Hampshire
CAPS
AMsabet Valley
Verbal Com.
Blackstone Valley
READS

7~13
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
9-12
K-6

Blackstone~Hillvllle
Bridgewater-Raynhan
Buckland-<olxainShelburna

5-

9-12

SEEM
CAPS
SEEM

Collsborstivc

Dannis-Yarmovtli

7-12
K-8
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PARTIAL DISTRICT

COLLABORATIVE

GRADE LEVEL

Concord-Carllsle
Dighton-Rehoboth

CASE
READS
Cooperative Prod.
Project Accept
READS

9-12
9-12
9-12
7-12
S-12
7-12

Dover^-Sherbom
Freetown-Lakeville
Frontier
Gill-Montague
Hampden-Vi 1 brahaa
Hampahire
Bawleaont
King Philip
Lincoln-Sudbury
Ralph C. Hahar
Martha's Vineyard
Haaconomet

Mohawk
Mt. Grey lock
Maahoba

Mauaet
Mew Salem-Wendell
Morthboro-Southboro
Old Rochester

Pentucket
Pioneer Valley
Plyxoouth-Carver

Quabbin
Quaboag
Silver Lake
Spencer-East Brookfield
Tantasqua
Triton
Wachuaett
Whl ttaan-Hanaon

•VOCATIOUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
A33a2>mt Valley

Bristol^Plyaouth
Cape Cod
Greater Lawrence
Old Colony
Southeastern
Upper Cape Cod

See K-12 District
Lower Pioneer
Heuapahire

BICO

CAPS
Morth Shore

9-12
7-12
K-6
7-12
9-12
r-12
9-12
7-12
7-12

CASS
Verbal Comm.
FILMS
Cape Cod
Franklin County
Assabet Valley
Project Marine
SMEC
READS

Franklin County
Pilgrim Area
CAPS
Worcester County
Pilgrim Area
Worcester County
S. Worcester
Greater Mewburyport
Worcester County
Reg. Dev. Center
READS

COLLABORATIVE
Assahet Valley
Voc. Tech.

Cape Cod
Greater Lawrence
Voc. Tech.
Voc. Tech.

Cape Cod

-6

9-12
9-12
9-12
5-12
K-6
9-12
7-12

7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
9-12
7-12
7-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
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members of one COLLABORATTVF.
cities and Ttawns

Acton
Agawam
Amherst
Andover
Arlington

Elverett

Ayer
Barnstable
Barre
Belchertown
Berlin

Fitchburg
Poxborough
Framingham
Franklin
Freetown
Gardner
Georgetown
Goshen
Grafton
Granby

Bemardston

Gi^invllle

Ashbumham

Beverly
Billerica
Blacks tone
Bourne
Boxboro
Boxford
Eoylston
Brewster
Bridgewater
Brlmfleld
Brookfield
Burlington
Carlisle
Carver
Chatham
Chelmsford
Chelsea
Chesterfield
Cohasset
Concord
Conway
Danvers
Dedham
Deerfield
Douglas
Dracut
EXixbury

Eastham
Fastliampton

East Longneadow
Easton
Ervlng
Essex

Greenfield
Hadley
Halifax
Hanover
Hatfield
Haverhill
Hlngham
Holland
Hopedale
Hudson
Hull
Ipswich
Kingston
Lakeville
Lawrence
Lee
Lenox
Leoninster
Leverett
Lexington
Leyden
Lincoln
Littleton
Longneadow
Ludlow
Lunenburg
Lynnfleld
Malden
Manchester
Marblehead
Marlborough

Marshfield
Mashpee
Medford
Methuen
Mlddleborough
Middleton
Milford
Mlllbury
Millville
Milton
Nantucket
Needham
Newbury
Newburyport
Northampton
North A^over
North Attleboro
Northborough
Northbrldge
Northfleld
North Reading
Norton
Norwell
Norwood
Orange
Orleans
Oxford
Peabody
Pelham
Panbroke
Petersham
Plainville
Plymouth
Plympton
Princeton
Provlncetown
Quincy
Rayrham
Reading
Revere
Rocklarjd

Rockport
Rowley

Salm
Salisbury
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MEMBERS CF CNE COLLABOnATIVE
Cities and Towns
Sauidisfield

Sandwich
Saugus
Scituate
Sharon
Shirley
Shutesbury
Sonerset
Southanpton
Southboro
Southbridge
South Hadley
Southwick
Sterling
Stoneham
Stoughton
Sturbridge

Sunderland
Sutton
Swanpscott
Taunton

Westborough
West Bridgewater
Westford
Westhanpton

Tefc^csbury

Westnninster

Tolland
Topsfield
Truro
Tyngsboro

Weston
Westport
West Springfield

U^dDridge

Weynouth
Williamsburg
Wilmington
Winchendon

Wales
Walpole
Ware
Warwick
Wayland
Wellesley
\fellfleet

Westwocxi

Wincfiester

Winthrop

Wcbom
Worcester

Regionctl School Districts

Athol-Royal stcn
Berkshire
DudleyKlharlton
Gateway
Gill-Montague
Groton-Dunstable
Hand 1 ton-Wenham
Mendon-Upton

7-12;

Mahar
Masconcmet
Pioneer Valley
Plymouth-Carver
Quabbin
Quaboag
Silver Lake
Tantasqua
Triton

5-12;

Freetown-Lakeville
Nauset

K-6;

New-Salenv-Wendell

Ncirragansett

North Middlesex
Southern Berkshire
Bridgewater-Raynham
Conoord-Carlisle
Dighton-Rehoboth
Hanpden-Wilbraham
Northboro-Southboro

Acton-Boxboro
Amherst-Pelham
Ashburham-Westminster
Blacks tone-Millville

Dover-Sherbom
Hanpshire
King Philip

Vocationcil Districts

Assabet Valley
Bristol-Plymouth

Cape Cod
Greater Lawrence

Old Colony
Southeastern
Upper Cc^ Cod

MEMBE3S OF TWO a3LLABC5y\nVES

Cities and Towns

Abington

Fairhaven

Natick

Acushnet

Falmouth

Norfolk

Ashland

Hanson

RaiK3olph

Attleboro

Harvard

R^y±oth

Auburn

Harwich

Seekcnk

Avon

Holbrcck

Shrewsbury

Bedford

Holden

Spencer

Bellingham

Holliston

Stow

Berkley

Hopkinton

Sudbury

Bolton

Lancaster

&rfansea

Bradntree

Leicester

Wareham

Canton

Mansfield

Webster

Clinton

Medfield

West Boylstcn

Dightcn

Madway

Whitman

East Bridgewater

Millis

Wrentham

Regional School Districts
K-12;

Dennis-Yarmouth

7-12:

Berlin-Boylstcxi

9-12:

Dighton-Rehcboth

Wadiusett

MEJffiESS

CF THREE ODLLABdRATIVES

Cities and Tc>ms

Maynard

MaHnn
Mattapoisett
Regional Sdiool Districts
7-12:

9-12

Old Rochester
Ncishoba

Rochester
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Cities and Tcwns That Are Not Merrbers Of A Collaborative

Heath
Holyoke

Anesbury
Ashfield
Belmont
Boston
**Brockton
Brookline
Cambridge
Chiocpee
Chilmark

iiHubbarc3ston

Lanesborough
Lowell
Lynn
Melrose
Merrimac
Monroe
Monson
Mount Washington
Nahant
New Ashford
New Bedford
New Braintree
Newton
New Adams
North Brookfield
Oak Bluffs

Cleirksburg
Dartjnouth

Dover
East Brookfield
Edgartcwn
Fall River
Florida
Gay Head
Gloucester
Gosnold
Groveland

Oakham

Hancock

Otis
Palmer

Hardwick

Paxton

Hanpden

Pittsfield
Plainfield
Richmond
Rcwe

Rutland
Savoy

Sherbom
Scmerville
Springfield
Tisbury
Tyringham
Wakefield
Wedtham
Washington
jfrWarren

Watertown
Brookfield
Westfield
West Newbury
West Tisbury

West

Whately
Wilbraham
Williamstown

Regional School Districts That Are Not Members Of A Collaborative
K-12:

K--6:

Adams-Cheshire
Central Berkshire

Buckland-Colrain-Shelbum
Hawlesnont

7-12;

Frontier
Mohawk
Mount Grey lock
Pen tucket

9-12:

Lincoln-Sudbury
Martha's Vineyard
Members Of A Collaborati^^
Regional Vocational Districts That Are Not

Blackstone V2Llley
Blue Hills
Franklin County
Greater Fall River
Greater Lowell
Greater New Bedford
MinutOTan
*

Montachusett
Nashoba Valley
Northeast Metropolitan
Northern Berkshire
North Shore
Pathfin(3er

Shawsheen
Southern Worcester County
South Middlesex
South Shore
Tri County
Whittier

Quinobin

mater of a collaborative
Matter of a Partial RSD that is a

that is a
.. Henter of a Regional Vocational District

of a coUaborativa

